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FOREWORD 

Many developing co' ntries have devoted considerable effort to formulating 
comprehensive and consistent industrial development programmes but have 
not devoted similar effort to carrying out these programmes, with the result 
that many countries have failed to attain their industrial development goals. 
Experience has shown that a developing country encounters various obstacles 
in its efforts to implement industrial projects, some of which are beyond its 
control. Bearing this in mind, the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) has initiated a series of publications entitled "Industrial 
Implementation Systems" dealing with problems encountered in the im- 
plementation and follow-up of industrial programmes and projects. 

Experts of the United Nations Development Programme and other inter- 
national advisers have reported that the lack of programming and control of 
implementation of industrial projects is one of the most important of the various 
factors contributing to implementation shortcomings. In most developing 
countries no formal techniques or procedures for such programming have been 
available. In the absence of these it has not been possible to draw up successful 
plans of operation or effective implementation schedules. Thus projects have 
been hampered by delays, costs have exceeded estimates, and project implementa- 
tion has fallen short of expectations. 

This publication, the first in a series, is concerned therefore with operational 
techniques for programming and control of the implementation of industrial 
projects in the hope that the ideas expressed may reach technical assistance 
experts and those working in planiung, programming, implementation and 
follow-up in developing countries. 

This study was prepared by the secretariat of UNIDO with the help of 
a consultant, John W. Fondahl, of Stanford University, Stanford, California, 
USA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For effective project implementation, management must work according 
to a« implementation plan that indicates the chronological order of the various 
component activities or tasks that must be completed before a project can start 
operations. Management must ensure that all these component activities are 
accomplished according to schedule. But, since resources in most developing 
countries are frequently in short supply, project implementation is usually rather 
difficult Funds to tinance undertakings are frequently limited. Implementation 
delays waste scarce resources, increase maintenance and repair work and hence 
aerease costs. Skilled and experienced manpower is frequently scarce, and thus 
dependable estimates of productivity and resulting time, resource, and cost 
requirements are not easy to make. For the same reasons actual execution fre- 
quently deviates from the forecast execution; this means that if an implementation 
plan u to continue to guide the execution of a project, it must be updated fre- 
quently. On the other hand, early completion with a minimum of delays allows 
the new faribtm to start production and furnish output that is usually badly 

Programming for implementation of industrial programmes and projects in 
ine environment of a developing country will be more effective if it does not 
siepid on htghJy sophisticated data-processing equipment that is not readily 
available. Marniti methods applicable locally by project personnel can produce 

results than procedures that require electronic computer processing at 
fatateti«, often performed by outside experts lacking close daily contact 

with the pr unici 
The iMfUiifntitinn of any important and complex project should be care- 

fuJBy profetatane«!. Objectives should be clearly defined, and those persons 
havmg the a—put knowledge of the work should participate in this program- 
aajng. The tarai 'Wptcmentation programming" is used here to indicate not 
oary the procès« of subdividmg the project into its component activities and 
aVveMfaag «haar sequential relationships but abo to include for each of these 
•ciirWMi tlse laiecnoai of methods, the aasigmment of resources, the estimating 
of ame requirements, and the establishment of scheduling data. The most 

i arlan i|ari available for implementation programming should be 
ntviantrl method* such at those for nine-cost tradcKJEs and resource 
cam anujeraMy be mad to improve implementation plans 
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Once an implementation plan has been formulated it must be communicated 
to those responsible for its execution; then it must be carried out. An implementa- 
tion plan is of little value unless it :s actually executed. 

To be executed successfully, it is not enough that the accomplishment 
of each component activity be technically feasible the plan as a whole must 
be practicable. A consideration of resource requirements will make this evident. 
The performance ot each project activity demands the utilization of various 
resources; these include certain labour skills and different types of equipment. 
The total requirement for any resource at any moment must not exceed the 
level of its availability. Unreasonable demands result in an unrealistic implementa- 
tion plan, which is impossible to carry out. 

Even an implementation plan that is initially sound and well conceived 
may cease to be so during its execution; unforeseen conditions may be en- 
countered that present problems. Actual duration times required for individual 
tasks may vary from those forecast by the most competent estimators. Suppliers 
of services and materials may fail to perform at the time or in the manner pro- 
mised. External factors over which there is little or no control, such as unusual 
weather, labour strikes, changing regulatory requirements, etc., may prevent 
performance according to the original plan. Therefore, techniques for program- 
ming and control ot implementation should be dynamic ones that permit 
modifications when necessary or advantageous. If an implementation plan is 
not altered to reflect changes, it ceases to be valid. This has been the fate of many 
implementation plans that were competently conceived, often at great expense, 
and that originally offered an excellent solution to the problem involved. Soon 
after the undertaking had commenced, changes occurred, but the plan was not 
updated. Subsequent work was performed in the same manner as if it had not 
been programmed, or, what can be still more hazardous, in accordance with 
a plan that had ceased to be valid. 

It is essential, as indicated above, that an implementation plan be realistic 
and that it be kept updated. Also, there should be continued programming in 
greater detail as the job progresses, and continual replanning of the existing 
strategy. No matter how excellent the original programming is, only a certain 
amount of detail should be developed, at an early stage. In view of the inevitable 
changes that occur as a project proceeds, extremely detailed over-all program- 
ming of implementation is not justified. Detailed implementation programming 
for limited periods, however, should be carried on as work progresses and should 
supplement the original or updated master implementation programming. 
There should be a constant effort to improve job performance through replanning. 
Although unforeseen conditions may often be encountered that present prob- 
lems, sometimes these unforeseen conditions may offer opportunities for 
improvements. Also, a good knowledge of job conditions and actual productivity 
levels may make advantageous changes possible. While it is commendable to 
follow faithfully a well-conceived plan of implementation in order to benefit 
from the skill and thought that have gone into it, it is even more commendable 
to continue to seek better solutions and, when they are found, to change the 
implementation plan accordingly. Of course, it is important to analyse care- 
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fully the changes co ensure that they are in fact improvements. It is also important 
that the existing plan be updated, not abandoned. 

For an implementation plan to be executed successfully, those who manage 
the work must know the relative importance of the elements of the plan so that 
they can concentrate their efforts where they are needed most. For example, 
the effects of deviations in the timing or the sequencing of project activities 
can range from negligible to extremely serious. The information developed 
by the implementation programming procedure should indicate to management 
the nature of these effects. 

To determine appropriate corrective action after a change has occurred, 
it is necessary to establish that a problem exists. Schedule updating can indicate 
the effects of a change on other activities, on the project completion date, and 
on the timing of important intermediate events. Resource updating can indicate 
whether these requirements have been thrown out of balance or have become 
excessive. Once the extent of the problem has been discovered a realistic im- 
plementation plan can be re-established by using reprogramming techniques. 
Such techniques should allow the costs of these corrective actions to be deter- 
mined. 

In summary, implementation of an industrial programme or project must 
be intelligently programmed, and the implementation plan must be effectively 
executed. These two principal requirements involve: 
(a) Programming of project implementation : 

Definition of objectives; 
Breakdown of work into component activities; 
Statement of sequential relationships; 
Determination of methods, resource requirements and costs; 
Time estimates; 
Calculation of resulting time schedule; 
Calculation of resulting resource schedules; 
Improvements by consideration of alternative strategies; 
Improvements by time-cost trade-offs; 
Improvements by resource-allocation methods. 

(b) Control of project implementation : 
Communication of a realistic implementation plan; 
Updating of plan as changes occur; 
Expansion of basic implementation plan in greater detail; 
Continual attempts to improve through reprogramming. 



Chapter ì 

SCOPE AND APPROACH OF THIS PUBLICATION 

The purpose of this publication it to present operational techniques for 
identifying component activities of projects, determining their sequential re- 
lationships and representing them in a network diagram, making time-cost 
trade-off decisions and allocating resources. The time-cost trade-off problem 
arises because most of the activities into which the over-all project is subdivided 
can be performed by alternative approaches requiring different amounts of 
time, resources and, hence, expense. Generally, methods of performance that 
decrease the time requirements tend to increase direct, or variable, costs. These 
direct costs rise more rapidly in some cases than in others as work is expedited. 
If a project completion time is arbitrarily specified or is set by external controls, 
the time-cost trade-off procedure attempts to develop the combination of 
activity scheduling that meets the completion deadline with the lowest total 
direct cost. A more general problem . ises when the procedure is applied also 
to determine the most favourable completion date. In this case, since reductions 
in project duration result in lower indirect, or fixed, costs, the time-cost trade-offs 
are made with the objective of finding the schedule that gives the lowest com- 
bination of direct and indirect costs, i.e., the lowest total costs. 

The resource-allocation problem is to determine the schedule that satisfies 
resource restraints in as favourable a manner as possible. Most activities in a 
project require the use of one or more resources. If these requirements are 
stated and an initial schedule is developed, the number of units of each separate 
resource needed during each time period can be determined. If the demands 
at any time exceed the availability of any resource, some activities must be re- 
scheduled. When rescheduling requires that the duration of a project be extended, 
a principal objective should be to minimize the extension. Frequently a time- 
cost trade-off approach can be used to do this. Excessive resource requirements 
can usually be satisfied by means other than mere rescheduling, but these may 
involve higher costs. Although time-cost trade-offs and resource allocation 
have generally been considered separately, greater attention should be devoted 
to developing procedures that make use of their interrelationships. A secondary 
resource-allocation problem is to keep resource requirements as constant as 
possible. Peaks and valleys in resource schedules invariably indicate uneconomic 
performance. Improvements can be achieved to some degree by rescheduling. 
The utilization of idle resources can also offer important opportunities for 

s 
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favourable time-cost trade-offs. This again illustrates an interrelationship between 
time-cost trade-offs and resource allocation. 

A more complex resource-allocation problem occurs when it is necessary 
to schedule several projects concurrently that draw resources from the same 
resource pools. This multi-project problem presents added difficulty because 
it involves a simultaneous consideration of a larger amount of data than demanded 
by individual analysis of each project. It also requires proper consideration 
of the priorities of the various projects and of the mobility of resources. 

Problems relating to time-cost trade-offs and resource allocation involve 
a considerable amount of data, and the procedures developed to solve them 
have generally been mathematically complex. It is not surprising that the tech- 
niques used have usually been computer oriented. In developing countries 
computers may not exist or may not be readily available at the required level. 
This publication, therefore, presents procedures that can be applied without 
computer processing. While this restricts the number of methods that can be 
used, it does not mean that the results obtained will necessarily be inferior to 
those obtained by more sophisticated approaches. Actually, the use of computers 
for solving time-cost trade-off and resource-allocation problems, even where 
an ample supply of processing equipment is available, has met with rather 
relatively limited success. Computer techniques cannot recognize the interaction 
between activity costs when changes take place. Satisfactory solutions require 
considerable discernment. Good judgement is needed not only in the stages of 
preparing data and in analysing results but also during the intermediate steps 
of the calculation phase. However, the exercise of such judgement during the 
course of calculations is very difficult to programme in mathematical form. 

Project implementation has a definite beginning and a definite end, ;is 
contrasted with the cyc'ic type of operations characteristic of manufacturing. 
By its very nature the work involved in project implementation is non-repetitive. 
Several effective methods using network techniques have been developed during 
the past decade for the planning, scheduling, and control of projects. The best 
known of these network techniques are the Critical Path Method (CPM) and 
the Programme Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). The procedures 
proposed in this publication are based on the principles of network methods. 

As a prerequisite for the advanced network procedures for time-cost trade- 
offs and resource allocation, a thorough understanding of the basic network 
procedures is imperative. Chapter 2 briefly considers related methods for the 
development of a project implementation plan and its reduction to a model on 
paper. This involves drawing a network diagram, which is in fact a graphic 
portrayal of the precedence relationships between the various activities of a 
project from the beginning to the end of the plan. Furthermore, the methods 
included in Chapter 2 involve the estimation of the duration of activities and 
provide computational procedures for establishing basic scheduling data to 
determine the relative importance of each activity in the over-all project network. 
This is essential, since it draws the attention of management to those activities 
that limit or control the duration of a project. Methods for communicating 
the implementation plan and schedule to those who will carry them out and 
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Lethods for the application of data to project control are also included in 
Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3 the mechanics of the network diagram are analysed and 
methods for updating project data based on an understanding of the means by 
which changes are transmitted through the network are presented. These methods 
are useful for the normal updating required as unforeseen changes occur, but 
they are also a key factor in the development of time-cost trade-off procedures, 
where it is essential to update project data as a result of intentional changes 
in activity duration. In Chapter 4 the time-cost trade-off problem is presented 
in detail and procedures for solving it are suggested. Chapter 5 considers the 
resource-allocation problem and offers an approach to its solution. Chapter 6 
discusses multi-project resource allocation and the necessary modifications of 
the single-project method of solution. Finally, Chapter 7 considers the inter- 
relationships between time-cost trade-offs and resource allocation and methods 
for taking into account the effects of these interrelationships. 

It is not the intention of this publication to stress clever mathematical 
manipulations or to attempt to achieve mathematically optimum solutions. 
The stress is rather on simplicity and practicality of application at the project 
level by manual methods. Solutions that are short of theoretical perfection are 
acceptable as long as they improve project performance. 
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BASIC NETWORK ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

DEVELOPING A MODEL 

After the objectives of a project have been defined it is necessary to pro- 
gramme the manner in which they can be achieved. For this purpose it is ad- 
vantageous to consider the over-all job as consisting of a number of related 
but separate activities. It is not practical to attempt to work with the entire 
project as a single entity; subdivision is not only necessary for implementation 
programming but also for time estimating, cost accounting, and project control. 
Component activities should consist of logical subdivisions of work. Factors 
governing subdivision of a project into component activities arc discussed later 
in this chapter. 

Component activities normally have very definite sequential relationships 
with one another that must be properly considered in programming. If the 
project it at all complex, the programmer should not attempt to carry these 
relationships solely in his head. Moreover, at some point his implementation plan 
must be communicated to others. A strictly verbal description will result in many 
different interpretations and the loss of much of the detail that has been developed 
through careful analysis. A programmer should reduce his ideas to a model on 
paper in order to keep track of what he is doing and the restraints involved, 
and he needs the model to transmit the results of his efforts to others in a form 
that can be visually comprehended and referred to whenever necessary. 

The type of model most commonly used to convey project implementation 
plans has been the bar, or Gantt, chart. This chart shows the programmer's 
breakdown of the project into its component activities and the scheduling de- 
veloped by him for each of these activities. While the bar chart conveys the 
scheduling data quite effectively, its usefulness as a programming tool is limited. 
It does not show clearly the sequential relationships that the programmer must 
constantly keep in mind. It does not force the programmer to consider all the 
restraints that may be involved in scheduling, since it does not require him to 
show all the activities that must be completed before another can begin. It does 
not indicate whether he has considered the various prerequisite activities. Although 
a bar chart may technically satisfy a specified requirement to furnish a docu- 
mented implementation plan, careful examination frequently shows that the 
plan is not sufficiently subdivided, that it totally omits many restraining activities, 
that it does not indicate whether careful analysis has been made, and that it 
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will need further interpretation to be fully understood. An implementation 
plan presented on a bar chart may be based on careful and masterly programming 
or on sloppy and incompetent programming. Those who review the paper 
model find it difficult to judge which is the case because insufficient detail is 
shown. 

Figure 1 shows a very simple bar chart having only four activities. In this 
example it might be conjectured that Activity B is dependent on Activity A 
and that Activity D is dependent on Activity B, since in both cases one starts 
at the time when the other has been completed. It might also be suspected that 
Activity C's performance depends on the partial completion of Activity B. 
Activity descriptions may also provide hints in actual cases, but in charts involving 
many bars such deductions would be much more difficult to make and much 
more likely to prove incorrect. There is no evidence that other relationships 
exist between the activities shown, nor is there any reason to believe that every 
activity offering a potential restraint to those shown has also been included on 
the chart. For example, if the reviewer thinks of another activity that might 
affect the starting time of Activity C, he has no way to know whether the pro- 
grammer also considered this possibility or, if so, what was the basis for the 
conclusion that he reached. It is obvious that the bar chart has shortcomings 
as a programming aid both to programmers and to others who must review 
and understand the results. 

Acti- 
vity 
labal 

Activity 
description 

Activity   A m 
Activity  B 

Activity   C 

Activity  0 

August 

24 25 
T 

28 2« 30 

ScpUmbir 

s ; 7 
  

Figure 1. Simple bar chart 

The network diagram has been introduced to overcome the defects of the 
bar chart. It is basically a programming and controlling tool and is developed 
prior to the determination of scheduling data. It is subsequently used to provide 
the relationships necessary for calculating the schedule and is sometimes plotted 
to a time scale to show the schedule. 

The network diagram requires project activities to be well identified and 
their sequential relationships indicated. A network is represented mainly by 
arrow diagramming and precedence d^agrajiinùng, although several variations 
of these two methods exist. 
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Diagramming methods 

Arrow diagramming 

This method is the most widely used one. It was employed in both the 
original Critical Path Method (CPM) and Project Evaluation and Review Tech- 
nique (PERT). In this type of diagramming, a project activity, or task, is re- 
presented by an arrow. An activity requires resources such as manpower, equip- 
ment and time for its performance. It has definite starting and ending points. 
The terminal point of an arrow representing an activity is a node in the resulting 
network and represents an event, e.g., the start or finish of the activity. If one 
activity follows another, they share a common node where the head of the 
arrow representing the preceding activity is connected to the tail of the arrow 
representing the following activity. For example, after the land required to 
build factory buildings has been acquired, it may need certain preparation 
before construction work can start. In this case, the two activities shown in 
figure 2 may take place. If more than one activity precedes a following activity, 
the heads of the arrows representing the preceding activities merge at a node 
that is also the tail of the following activity; this is illustrated in figure 3. In a 

(\        ln«t«H pum»«        ,^~^\     Pt—t«r tit« m/^~^\ 

Figure 2. Two activities- arrows, nodes 

OtuM ti 
-KÎ1Ï- 

Figure 3. Merging at a node 

Figure 4. Arrow tails at a common node 

similar way, if there is more than one following activity for a given activity, 
the arrows representing each of the following activities have their tails at a com- 
mon node that is also the head of the arrow representing the preceding activity 
as shown in figure 4. In more complex cases where several activities each have 
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the same requirements for the completion of several activities, a number of 
arrows representing preceding activities may merge into a common node and 
a number of arrows representing following activities may burst or depart from 
the saine node, as illustrated in figure 5. In this last case the node represents an 

Ftgurc 5. Several activities--common noie 

event that may be described as the instant at which all the preceding activities 
have been completed or it may be described as the instant at which all the follow- 
ing activities may be commenced. 

Originally the Critical Path Method (CPM) used activity-labelled arrow 
diagramming, with description labels attached to activities or arrows, while 
the Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) used event-Ubelled 
arrow diagramming, with description labels attached to events or nodes. This 
is showr» in figure 6. 

C>^K>fe<) o—o—o 
»tti»tl» latatu« wrw «aar««»*«- l¥#„,   |.».MM  «,,._ ^  

Figure 6. Original CPM <mJ PERT 

Arrow diagramming is complicated by the necessity for introducing dummy 
activities-activities having no phyùcal significance and zero time durations 
and requiring no resources. The most common reason for using dummy activities 
is to show the correct sequential relationships when th i cannot be done by 
bringing the terminals of the arrows involved together at a common node in 
other words, when a number of preceding activities have one common following 
activity but other following activities are not common to all the preceding 
activities. Suppose, for example, as figure 7 indicates, Activities A and B mutt 

*««*«ll    * JT   \       <«»lll| o 

Figm 7. Example: Activates A, BandC 
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be completed be* »re Activity (.'can be commenced N.,w «ipp,wr » - necet*ar> 
to add an Activus D that cannot be comnncrd until A«tivitv » Ha. been com- 
pleted but which u not dependent on Activity 4 m any way Ihr „rrow re- 
presenting this activity cannot commence at the utmi.un no.iV. since to do so 
would indicate a dependence on Activity ,4 The solution f, ,„, problem •* 
to introduce an art ficial, or duinni\. 4m>w representing i /cm t,,,,« ,|lH-»tll 

as illustrated in figure 8 

r}—m«*.-!.-. ^ ^ *«"•"> >   ^ i 

/ 
Cy~ *SIï«I •_.^"\  »«..,*»      -. 

Ftfwrp #  l!*> of dummy mre>w 

Dummy activities derme precedence relationship» only ú suck a sttuation 
TOUTS. A dummy activity H »orneóme* called a dependency arrow and M re- 
presented by a broken-fane arrow Knowing when ami how to mr dummy 
activities properly requires considerable dull m diagram construction 

Arrow diagramming uses a dual numbering system m which each activity 
«row is given two numbers, one tor its tail and on? for its head The tail or the 
activity arrow must have a number smaller than that «f iti head Any activity 
is thus identified by two numbered events All activities that commence from 
or finish ut the same event have a common number and thus, arrow diagram nting 
readily indicates the sequence of activities In ease of diagramming to time 
scale, activity time flows from left to right along the arrow representing it 
The length of its protection on a horizontal tune scale indites us .»«ration 

Precedence diaframmiti^ 

Another approach to network diagramming u#rs the node«, of the network 
to represent activities rather than events. IT* fanes, then, indiate the se^uennal 
relationships between activities Thta type af dsagrammmg has been termed 
lo as "code" or "orclr ami connecting hnr" daagramtiung (tohndanl, l*%2) 
and as "acüvity-on-«ode" diagramming (Moder and r%é*t^%, !<*•) Mere 
iwentry it has become known M •>ece¡Un« dtacranuning ' and has received 
imrrinngly favourable attentsen. 

In precedence <nanrimmang the rttatiansnipi be«ween Activities A, B and C 
of the previous example wonid he shewn as m npsre v The *rr«w head« « ine 

P. Pv •Pi |HP| mff mß &Ê0Ê$ 
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Fifwr Í 2 Precedence diaptm ivith m event represented for simplification purposes 

Precedence diagramming is much simpler to apply and to teach than arrow 
diagramming, «ad primarily for this reason it has been chosen for use in this 
report. If the skill required for the mechanics of diagram construction is kept 
to a minimum, those who have a thorough knowledge of the work to be ac- 
complished will be able to develop the diagram themselves. 

Arrow diagramming requires care m locating activity arrows at the event 
•odes where they merge and depart and is more difficult to revise than pre- 
cedence diagramming, Adding an arrow to an arrow diagram requires changes 
m the positions of some arrows already drawn on the diagram. With precedence 
diagramming, however, adding an activity means merely placing a node in a 
suitable position on the diagram and connecting it with the preceding and 
following activity nodes by sequence lines as shown in figures 9 and 10. This 
farilitatci updating. 

The diagram is the basis for the application of all network techniques and 
must realistically represent the work to be performed. Otherwise even the most 
sophisticated procedures and processing equipment are useless. It is thus essential 
that mky thorn with the best knowledge of the work develop the diagram and 
revue it when necessary, this means that diagramming mechanics must be kept 
simple. 

A point of interest is that computers use the dual numbering system of 
arrow diagramming Although precedence diagramming uses the single num- 

systcsn the dual numbering of sequence lines can also be used with com- 

To illustrate the precedence method of network diagramming, the project 
pirneiiary shown in the bar chart of figure 1 may now be represented by pre- 
etdmce dugrammmg instead Activity B must be further subdivided, since 
«"«Hipping * **°* penmrted m network diagramming. (Some computer pro- 
granunes appear to perm« overlapping through the use of "kg factors", bist 
*<»»aiy the s*eK*vis*ün * IOU perfora Activity B1 
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is a portion of Activity B that can be described separately and that must be 
completed before Activity C may commence. Activity B2 is the remaining 
portion of Activity B that may be performed concurrently with Activity C. 
A new activity, Activity X, is also added. This represents, perhaps, an external 
activity, such as the furnishing by others of an item of equipment to be installed, 
or the checking and approval of plant drawing. Since this is work that is not 
directly performed by the programmer's own organization, he will frequently 
omit shewing it on the bar chart even though te may have considered the 
resulting restraint. However, such an activity must be shown on the network 
diagram, since it requires time to accomplish and must be completed before 
Activity C can commence. Its inclusions in the diagram results in a better model 
on paper because it indicates to others who use the implementation plan that this 
activity has been considered. Although at the time the project implementation 
is programmed this activity may not be a controlling restraint, it may become 
so later because of delays and may affect the scheduling of other project activities 
or even of project completion. 

The subdivision of the project into activities and their sequential relation- 
ships are shown below : 

Uivity Activity duration Must precede 
(days) activity 

A 1 Bl X 
B1 4 B2 C 
B2 6 D 
X 2 C 
C 2 D 
D 1 __ 

Figure 13 shows one possible precedence diagram. This diagram would 
serve as the model of the project and would provide the basis for the application 
of other network techniques. It conveys the project implementation plan more 
effectively than the bar chart of figure 1, but it does not convey the project 
schedule. For the sake of comparison, figure 14 shows three methods of presenting 
the same simple project shown in figures 1 and 13. Figure 14 (a) reproduces 

Fipm 13. Prtcedence ättgtmn 
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Activity 
dummy activity 

(b) Time-scaled arrow diagram 

Activity 

Sequence line 

(c) Time-scaled precedence  diagram 

I! «| Calendar dates i I 

¡! I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I_J J| 
S ft Warking days „«I 
f*  I J 1 * Ï * 7 » » tO 11 « '.'fi 
**< ' 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 i i i     11! 

Figure 14. Comparison of presentation methods for a project implementation plan: (a) Bar 
chart, (b) Time-scaled arrow diagram, (c) Time-scaled precedence diagram 

the bar chart of figure 1 and does not need further explanation. Figures 14 (b) 
and 14 (c) present the network of the project implementation plan as an 
arrow diagram and a precedence diagram respectively. To make the comparison 
more effective, both diagrams are drawn to a time scale, shown at the bottom 
of figure 14. The time scale, however, shows both calendar dates and working 
days. In figure 14 (b), Activity A is represented by the arrow 0-1, Activity fli 
by 1 —2, etc. To show the precedence relationships between Activities Bl and C 
illustrated in figure 13, a dummy activity is needed. This is represented by the 
broken-line arrow 2-3, which indicates that Activity C (represented by the 
arrow 3—4) cannot be commenced until Activity fli (1—2) is completed. Alto, 
in figure 14 (b) the last portions of Activities X (1-3) and C (3-4) ate a broken 
line. This means that these two activities are expected to be completed prior to 
the occurrence of the two succeeding events, events 3 and 4 nspecrivery and. 
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therefore, the broken-line portion denotes the slack, or float, which each of these 
activities has. This is because Activity Bl (1 —2) has a duration time of 4 days, 
as shown in the above table, but Activity X (1—3) has a duration time of only 
2 days; since event 3 cannot occur before the end of the fifth working day, i.e., 
the beginning of the sixth working day as shown in figure 14 (b), Activity X 
(1 -3) has a slack, or float, of 2 days. This means that within this period the 
finish time of Activity X (1 - 3) can be delayed without affcting the occurrence 
time of event 3. In the same fashion, Activity C (3—4) has ^ float of 4 days, and 
within this period its finish time can be delayed without affecting the occurrence 
time of event 4. One more point is that these activities lie on the path 1 3—4 
and the time for accomplishing them is 2 \ 2 — 4 days, but from the time 
scale it can be seen that the period between the occurrence of event 1 and event 4 
(the starting and terminating events of the path 1 —3—4 respectively) is 10 days; 
this indicates that path 1—3 — 4 has 6 days of float. This path may therefore 
be called "float or non-critical path". On the other hand, Activities Bl (1—2) 
and B2 (2 4) have no float. They are represented by solid arrows between events 
1 and 2 and between events 2 and 4, where the time for accomplishing them 
is 4 f 6 — 10 days, the same as the period between the occurrence of events 
1 and 4. Therefore, the path I 2—4 has no float and may be called "critical 
path". 

The precedence diagram in figure 14 (c) illustrates the same relationships. 
Instead of arrows, nodes are used to represent project activities, and sequence 
lines arc used to show precedence relationships. Event E denotes the completion 
of Activity D and the completion of the project as well. The zigzag portion 
of the sequence lines between Activities X and C and Activities C and D denotes 
lag times of 2 and 4 days for these two sequence lines respectiv >ly. In this particular 
case, these lag times equal the float of the preceding Activities X and C respec- 
tively; and the path X—C -D may be called "float or non-critical path", since 
it has again 6 days of float. The other sequence lines Bl ~B2 and B2-D are solid, 
denoting that the path BÎ—B2-D has no float and hence may be referred to 
as "critical path". All these terms are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

Development of the network diagram for a project implementation plan 

A basic step for programming the implementation of a project is to con- 
struct an original network diagram for project acti/ities including their inter- 
relationships. As programming of implementation progresses, the original 
network diagram can be developed. This will assure that all project activities 
and their sequential relationships have been considered and are represented. 

To start this phase of implementation programming the following steps 
should be considered: 

Preparation of a list of project activities 

All project activities should be listed as they come to mind. This should 
be a help to beginners, but may not be necessary after experience in diag^mming 
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has been acquired. However, for complex projects with a large number of ac- 
tivities, an activity list may be of importance. When such a list is being prepared, 
a decision must always be taken as to the level of breakdown of project activities. 
This depends on the following factors: 

Nature oj the work involved 
Project activities or activity groups need different types of resources (labour, 
equipment, etc.) for their accomplishment. For example, aggregate activities 
such as "Penalization of project plans", "Construction of buildings" and 
"Installation of machines and equipment" arc carried out by different 
types of labour and machinery, and hence they can be considered sepa- 
rately. 

Place and time oj work 
Work undertaken at different locations or at different times may be con- 
sidered as separate activities. 

Supervision and responsibility for work 
If supervisors or key personnel who can assume responsibility for HMUC 

parts of a project are scarce, activities may be aggregated so that each person 
is assigned one or more activity groups. If activities are to be aggregated, 
such factors as the nature of the work, location, interdependency, and 
duration should be considered. Work undertaken by different departments, 
contractors or subcontractors may be considered separately. 

Method oj financing the project 
The breakdown of project activities is sometimes determined by the way 
in which a project is financed; it may be essential to facilitate financial 
control. This is true when a project is financed by several agencies, such as 
a development bank, a technical assistance institution of a foreign govern- 
ment, or an international organization, each of which finances one or more 
stages or activity groups. 

Construction of an original project network diagram 

Using a sheet of paper, a diagrammer can now develop the original project 
network diagram. Initial project activities are determined, and each is represented 
by a node at the left hand side of the paper; these nodes are then labelled. As 
each activity is represented on the diagram, the questions arise: "What activities 
must be completed before this activity can begin?" and "What activities may 
begin when this activity is completed?" As these questions are answered, the 
corresponding activities are added to the diagram, labelled and connected with 
other activity nodes with sequence lines so that the appropriate relationships 
are shown. This procedure is repeated until the last project activity has been 
entered on the network diagram. Since network diagramming requires each 
activity shown to be completed before the following activity can commence, 
it requires a further breakdown of overlapping work. For instance, when an ac- 
tivity can commence before a preceding activity has been completed, the earlier 
work is to be subdivided into an activity that represents the portion of the total 
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that must be completed before the later work can start and the portion that can 
be performed concurrently. Network diagramming is thus more difficult to 
construct than the bar chart. But the detailed subdivision of the network diagram 
means that the breakdown will not be too gross to be helpful, and it prevents 
careless overlapping of activities. The extra work involved in subdividing is 
justified, since it both allows and forces the programmers to do a better job, 
and the results convey the implementation plan much more clearly and effectively 
than would otherwise be the case. 

A second procedure for developing the network diagram may be followed. 
Diagrammers start by entering the last project activity on the right side of the 
paper, label it and work backwards, adding the activities that must be completed 
before the commencement of the activity just entered. This procedure continues 
until initial project activities have been entered. Here again appropriate sequence 
lines between nodes are drawn as the network diagram is developed. During 
the construction of the diagram arrow heads are put on sequence lines to show 
precedence relationships. 

Although the first procedure is more common, a diagrammer can choose 
the method he prefers. Diagrammen should present a project implementation 
plan network in such a way that others engaged in the project understand it 
and see clearly the sequential relationships of the activities. 

Figure 15 gives an example of an original network diagram of a project 
implementation plan that is condensed. The work breakdown structure illus- 
trated by this figure shows "work packages" as the nodes of the diagram. A 
work package is a group of activities for which an individual or an organiza- 
tional unit is responsible. For reliable day-to-day decisions and for effective 
programming and control of project implementation, each work package should 
be broken down into a subnetwork of detailed activities. As can be seen, the 
original network diagram does not present the project implementation plan 
clearly, since it has for the most part been drawn free-hand and the positions 
of the nodes do not follow any logical grouping. Some nodes have been located 
in such a way that a few of the sequence lines connecting them with other nodes 
run from right to left instead of from left to right, the logical direction of the 
flow of work. For this reason arrcw heads are put on sequence lines during the 
construction of the original project network diagram to show precedence re- 
lationships. Also, some sequence lines may be cancelled and thus appear crossed 
out on the diagram as shown in figure 15. Nevertheless, the original network 
diagram does provide a useful work sheet for programmers and for those in- 
terested in the project. It provides the basis for the original scheduling com- 
putations. 

Redrawing of the network diagram of a project implementation plan 

A clearer and better presentation of a project implementation plan than 
the original network diagram is required in order to: (a) evaluate the plan 
more quickly and make the necessary adjustments; (b) obtain more easily data 
and information from the network diagram for further computations or periodic 
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rennen; (c) facilitate updating; (à) make necessary computations bn tke network 
diagram; ff) provide a common language for those engaged in project impie- 
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It is advantageous to postpone the redrawing of the original network 
diagram until it has been proved satisfactory. To find out whether the im- 
plementation plan meets requirements, the initial time computations based on 
activity duration estimates may be entered on the original diagram. Here pro- 
grammers need do no more than make the "forward pass" of basic time com- 
putations starting from the beginning and working to the end of the project 
where the earliest start and earliest finish times of project activities are calculated 
and hence the earliest project completion date. The earliest start time of an 
activity is the latest or greatest oí the earliest finish times of all activities preceding 
it, and the earliest finish time of an activity is its earliest start time plus the activity 
duration time. Then, to determine the critical activities and hence critical path(s) 
without computing activity latest finish and latest start times and total floats, 
one can start from the last project activity and go backward to the initial activities 
along the sequence lines connecting those activity nodes of equal earliest start 
and earliest finish times. For example, in figure 15, starting from the last project 
activity and going backward to the initial activity(ies) as mentioned above, 
it can be seen that the activities "Erect and test machinery", "Get plant ready 
for production", "Construct factory buildings and machinery foundation", 
"Construct roads", "Clear and level acquired land" and "Finalize project designs 
and approve financial plans" are critical and hence the path along which they 
lie. ' If the project duration is now found to meet requirements, and if the ac- 
tivity sequential relationships included in the implementation plan (mainly 
those concerning the critical activities) are found acceptable, then the original 
project network diagram may be redrawn. On the other hand, if the project 
duration does not meet requirements the project implementation plan should be 
reconsidered. Preprogramming of project implementation may be indispensable, 
and hence certain changes in the network diagram may be incorporated. Con- 
sideration of the critical activities may suggest changes in activity breakdown, 
i.e., level of detail of project activities presented on the diagram, so that some 
activities, if possible, may be overlapped. After these changes have been made 
and the project duration and the implementation plan have been reviewed and 
accepted, the network diagram can be redrawn using sequence-step or time- 
scale diagramming methods. 

Sequence-step procedure 

A suitable scale of sequence steps can be chosen and vertical lines drawn 
at each sequence step on this scale. The size or length of a sequence step is arbi- 
trary. It should be selected to provide a graphic portrayal of the project network 
diagram. After the sequence steps and hence these vertical lines have been num- 
bered, nodes representing activities (and perhaps key events) can be located on 
the vertical lines according to their sequence-step numbers. Each node is placed 
horizontally to the right of activities preceding it. Next to each node is a brief 
description of the activity it represents. As shown in figure 16, the sequence 

1 Basic scheduling computations included in figures are discusted in detail below. 
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£ 

a. 

3 

step oí each activity is determined by giving initial activities a sequence step 
number of zero, plotted on the corresponding vertical line. Then, each other 
activity is given a sequence-step number that is one greater dun the highest 
sequence-step number directly preceding it, and so on. The vertical pontion 
of the nodes on the network diagram should be chosen so as to achieve logical 
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groupings and to enable sequence lines to be clearly drawn I he nodes are then 
numbered. Numbering starts from the top of the hrst sequence vertical line 
by giving the node in the upper left hand corner of the diagram a number ot 
one, then proceeding downward aiong that vertical line giving the second node 
a number of two, and so on Numbering then proceed« to tlie top ot the second 
line of activities and goes down that line continuing this way until the farthest 
node to the right ot the network diagram is reached. Thus, no activity will 
precede another activity of a lower number After all necessary computation» 
and revisions have been made, thi¿ type of diagram provide» an effective step 
towards a tmal diagram or time-scale diagram. Sometimes the sequence-step 
diagram may be considered as the final diagram, and activity duration as well 
as other basic scheduling data may be included next to or inscribed into cor- 
responding nodes, as illustrated in figure 16. This depends on the need of the 
diagrammcr and those who will use the diagram and on the degree of accuracy 
with which activity relationships must be represented. 

Plotting the network diagram on a time scale 

The network diagram can be plotted on a time scale from the original or 
from the sequence-step network diagram. The need for a time-scale diagram 
arises because neither the original rough diagram nor the sequence-step diagram 
represents project activities in their appropriate time relationships. The sequence- 
step network may show two or more activities with the tame sequence number 
(located on the same vertical sequence line) that in reality are performed at 
different times. If a network diagram is plotted to a time scale it shows the real 
activity intcrdependencies, at least at the beginning of project implementation. 
The sequence-step and the time-scale diagrams can be used together, in this 
case, a sequence-step diagram is constructed for the entire implementation 
plan. At each time interval (one or two months) a detailed time-scale diagram 
can be prepared for the portion of the project that is to be implemented during 
the next time interval. The selection of the time interval depends on the nature 
of the project, the degree of detail required, and the complexity of the work. 
When conditions change, the updating of network diagrams constructed to 
time scale requires a great deal of work. Therefore, in the case of large, complex 
projects, especially when non-computer methods are used, updatmg the entire 
network diagram is not to be recommended. The whole diagram may he revised 
once, and at each time interval during project implementation a time-scale 
network diagram of the portion of the project network that will be undertaken 
in the following time interval can be revised and updated. Revision of cmagrams 
plotted to time scales may be undertaken only when sequential relationship* 
of activities change or some breakdown of activities is modified. 

When the project network diagram as shown in ngure 17 k plotted, a ante 
scale is drawn. At each activity's earliest (or scheduled) start tun«, a vertscal Une 
is drawn on the time scale on which the node rrprrnniing the« aenvtty M locate«!. 
If a sequence line has a lag time (see Chapter 3) it is shown am t* 
by a corresponding zigzag portion. 
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velopment and the manufacture of componenti never built before. The pcrionnel 
involved were understandably reluctant to provide a iingle time estimate for 
the performance of their activities Therefore, a weighing formula was developed 
to convert the three obtainable time estimates to a single, statistically equivalent 
time The activity duration, then, was applied in the same manner as if a single 
time estimait had been made This publication will assume single time esti- 
mates, a method followed by the Cliticai Path Method. There may be cases 
involving engineering design work, for example, where similar reluctance to 
provide such estimates is encountered. If so, a standard text on PERT will provide 
précité definitions for each of the multiple time estimates and will give the 
weighing formula 

After activity durations have been furnished, whether they result from 
angle time estimates or have been calculated from weighted multiple estimates, 
certain routine scheduling computations can be made These generally furmih 
«x «ems of data for each activity earliest or early start time, earliest or early 
hmth time, latest or late (allowable) start time, latest or late (allowable) finish 
time, total float, and free float 

Rules governing the computation of the above-mentioned scheduling data 
are bated on network logic and may be summarized as follows 

(*) Acttvtty earliest start time (ES) is equal to the latest or largest of earliest 
finish times of the activities preceding it. 

(k) Activity earliest finish time (EF) is equal to the earliest start time of an 
activity plui its duration time 

(e) Acttvtty Ime* finish tinte (LF) is equal to the earliest or smallest of the 
late« «tan timet of the activities following it 

(d) Activity latest stmt time (LS) is equal to the latest finish time of an activity 
lets its duration time. 

(e) Activity tetti fie* (TF) is the difference between the earliest finish time 
and the late« fuma time of an activity (or the difference between the 
earhcat start urne and the late* itart time of an activity). Activity total 
flou «me give« the amount of time (number of days, for example) 
by which the finish time of an activity can exceed iti earliest fimih time 
without affecting the over-all project duration. In other words, it u 
a measure of the extra tunc or leeway available for the performance 
of an activity without earning the project duration to be extended. 

(f) At*mtfß*e jkm (FF) ti the dsáerence between the earnest firuia time 
of an activity ¿ad the earkett or the maUest of the «arhest start tunci 
©i the acsivttte* following «   Activity free float give« the amount of 

(number of days, for example) by which the finn* tine of an 
ty can exceed ig« earliest fimah Mat without i flirt m g the earkett 
nane of any other activity  In other wor«k it » i measure of the 
•ane or leeway avauahte fer the performance of m activity without 

the «tetay of any other asamry. 
network «hagMat aha a a m hgwre 13, an« »y reterrmg 

«m he 
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•Xivity Duration 
(days) 

A 1 
Bt 4 
B2 6 
X 2 
C 2 
D 1 

The first calculations determine the earliest start and finish dates for each 
activity and are often referred to as the "forward pass". These calculations can 
be performed on a separate tabulation with reference to the network diagram 
for the sequential relationships, or they can be performed directly on the diagram 
as shown in figure 18. 

Fiptre 18. Forward-pass calculations 

Starang at the hfwntng of die project, the earliest start time for Activity A 
H 1, the beginning of the fir* day. Adding its duration of 1 day, its earliest 
finish time is 1 + 1 » 2, the beginning of the second day (or the end of the 
first day). Since the diagram indicates that Activities Bt and X can commence 
after Activity A is completed, then* earliest start dates are 2, the beginning of 
the second day. This procos is continued through the network until the final 
activity is completed. Where an activity follows more than one preceding 
aenvky, its earliest start tine is determined by the earnest finish date of the 
praseding activity that » compieteti the latest. This is the cate with Activities C 
and D. For example, Activity C follows both Activities Bt and X. The carne« 
finish times or data df the* two activities are 6 (the hrgianiaj, of the sixth day) 
and 4 (the frigi—g of the fourth day) respectively Consequently, the earliest 
start ét«c <á Aenvky C H 6. For Activity D, the precedeag activities arc Activities 
12 and C, with carke* fin«* «tafea of 12 and I reenectrvcJy Taw, the carle« 
«art date of Activity D ii 12, the ligwiiig of the twelfth «by. Brants providing 
a» cache« data «which each ac*v«y «an be atartcd aaul en matite d. the forward- 
pass raanalatiuan ahn ntnvtc* the alujan durano*. Ta* * set to he the 
compiette* orne of the final activity and in th* cue M 12 dey% «ace tai 
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pletion date of Activity D is the beginning of the thirteenth day (or the end 
of the twelfth day). 

With the project duration held fixed, the latest finish time for the final 
activity is set equal to its earliest finish time. Then the "backward pass" is per- 
formed to obtain the latest start and finish dates of the remaining activities. The 
latest finish time of Activity D is therefore 13, the beginning of the thirteenth 
day. The latest start time of Activity D is 13 - 1 = 12, i.e., the latest finish 
time of the activity less its duration. Since the diagram indicates that Activities B2 
and C must be completed before Activity D can commence, their latest finish 
dates arc each 12. This process is continued back to the beginning of the project. 
If an activity precedes more than one other activity, its latest finish date depends 
on the following activity whose latest start date occurs earliest. This is the case 
with Activities Bl and A. Activity Bl precedes Activities B2 and C, with latest 
start dates of 6 and 10 respectively. Therefore, the latest finish date of Activity Bl 
is 6. In the same way, the latest finish date of Activity A is 2. The backward 
pass calculations are shown in figure 19. 

Figure 19. Baeitwmi-pass calculations 

Figtur 20. AttMty k**l %m cákuUtúms 

20 tkowt activity totol io* 
bat of 4 J«y», wfcck u «qml to 10 
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time minus activity earliest start time). This is obvious, since the earliest that 
Activity C can be commenced is the beginning of the sixth day, and the latest 
that it can be commenced without affecting the project completion time is the 
beginning of the tenth day; therefore, it has a total float of 4 days. Activities 
having zero total float have no scheduling leeway; they must be performed at 
the earliest possible time m order not to delay project completion. Any delay 
in performing a critical activity will result in a corresponding delay in project 
completion time. In every network there are one or more chains of critical 
activities extending from the beginning to the end of the network that determine 
project duration. Such a chain is referred to as a "critical path". In this example 
it consists of Activities A, Bî, B2 and D. Although in this network two thirds 
of the total activities are critical, a more common situation in large networks 
is that only a small proportion, perhaps 10 to 20 per cent, of the activirie are 
critical. 

rr.j-i.9 

FF.»*. I pp.«-«.*     M\y 

Fiptre 21. Activity free float calculation 

Free float calculations are shown m figure 21. Activity X has a free float 
of 2 days. This indicates that its completion could be delayed as much as 2 days 
without affecting any other activity Its total float of 6 days indicates that it can 
be delayed another 4 days without affecting project duration Such a delay 
would require that Activity C be postponed, which will affect its total float 
This four-day period, the difference between total and free float of an activity, 
will be referred to as "interfering float", stace k «volves interférence with the 
scheduling of other activities 

Since the scheduliag computations just described are purely mechanical, 
savi there may be many of them to perforai m a large network, a« electronic 
computer could be useful. On the other kaad, these calcubtioat are extremely 
ample, retnaratg nothsag more than addiag or subtracttRg two »umbers at a 
asm, and can easily be performed manually if computer equipment is not 
available. 

CORAMI;mcATBK. TM mn§i*mnAnum HAM 
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controlling the work. There arc a number of ways in which this can be done; 
three methods are briefly described below. 

One method is shown in figure 22; here all information is developed and 
shown directly on the diagram. Each node symbol is divided into compartments 
for showing the activity label, duration, earliest start tunc, earliest finish time, 
latest start time, and latest finish time. Tunc data are initially calculated in un- 
dated form. The earliest finish tunc of each activity is transferred to the tar 
end of its following sequence lines and is put above the lines. The earliest start 
time of an activity is the largest of the numbers on the incoming terminals of 
its preceding sequence lines. In figure 22, the numbers 6 and 4 are written above 
the adjacent ends of the sequence lines connecting Activity C to Activities Bl 
and X respectively. Six is 'he earliest finish time of Activity Bl whereas 4 is the 
earliest finish time of Activity X. Hence, the earliest start time of Activity C is 6. 
Earliest start and finish times of an activity are temporarily entered above their 
respective compartments. On the backward pass, the latest start times arc trans- 
ferred to the far end of the preceding sequence lines and put below the lines. 
The latest finish time of an activity is equal to the smallest of the numbers on 
the adjacent terminals of the following sequence lines Again in figure 22, the 
numbers 6 and 10 are put below he following sequence lines connecting Activity 
Bl to Activities B2 and C Six and 10 are the latest start times of Activities B2 
and C respectively, therefore, the latest finish time of Activity Bl is 6. Latest 
start and finish times are temporarily entered below their respective compart- 
ments Finally, using a conversion table shown on the diagram, undated start 
and finish times are converted to calendar dates and entered into the appropriate 
node compartments.2 This single diagram, then, shows both the project im- 
plementation plan and the scheduling data. The total float or free float of any 
activity can be readily obtained by subtracting the appropriate undated entries 
from one another. An additional possibility is to plot the diagram to a time 
scale so that the time relationships as well as the logical relationships of the 
activities art shown. This can be accomplished effectively by plotting each activity 
node at a position corresponding to its earliest start time with respect to a hori- 
zontal time scale as previously mentioned. 

A second method of pi sentation is that of the bar chart (figure 23) The 
programmer has used a network dugram, and therefore the breakdown of the 
bar chart is the same as that required by the network. Sequencing relationships 
are given by listing the labels of preceding activities at the beginning of each 
bar and the labels of following activities at the end of each bar Total, free, and 
interfering float periods are shown as tensions of the basic bar that shows 
the duration of an activity As in the first sy, ^m, all programming and scheduling 
information as well as float data are available i om a single drawing This system 
has the not unimportant advantage that k presents the information in a form 
familiar to most people and therefore requires the least adjustment to new con- 
cepts. 

CakMar dar« »ilow tor wiiè—ai, m ém example »ve workmg dart per w <É have 
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Figure 21. Bar-diart presentation 

The third method is to provide the programming information and the 
scheduling information separately. A network, diagram m its simple« form 
(figure 13) shows the project implementation plan. Scheduling data can be 
presented in the torm of a printed tabulation. This is the common approach 
when computer processing is used, but it is equally applicable with non-computer 
processing and listing   Figure 24 provides a tabulation that could be used in 
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Fiptrr 24. Sckeéêle tahulatum 

the 

««junction with figure IV h would be updated following variations in un« 
data, and the diagram would be updated following the let« frequent 
ta sequencing data. The scheduling mformatioti might alto be conveyed 
form of a bar chart, omitting the sequencing information described m 
second method. In either caie, both implementation programming and 
information might be required by some people, what only the iribrhÉng 
formation would be required by «hers  It is often useful te carry dm a 
further and tramant certa« scheduling mformation only to those who «an 
it. For example, a subcontractor or safphtt unacqitatnted with the matter j 
grammmg of a pro»«* ts not m a pm*»on to judge whether ht can me • 
fermg float tunc or not  While it may be helped lo provide htm tram im 1 
data so that he wtU have M mach trite rhihng freedom at practical, * may 
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be wise to reveal total float data or latest start and finish dates. This third method 
of communicating programming and scheduling data provides the maximum 
degree of flexibility 

CONTROLLING THK PROJECT 

It is not enough to develop a good implementation plan and schedule for 
the execution of a project, there must be a strong effort to make them work. 
When they fail to work, there must be effective corrective action to minimize 
possible adverse effects Network techniques provide more useful information 
than any other method for the control of the project type work. 

Ciood project control requires knowing where to concentrate management 
effort to make the plan succeed, the degree of seriousness of changes that do 
occur or of those that are proposed, and what corrective action will be most 
effective after a change occurs. 

Network techniques indicate where to concentrate management effort by 
providing float data. Activities with zero total float are critical and mutt be 
held on schedule it the project completion data is to be realized. Activities that 
are "near-critical", having very little total float time, need also to be watched 
carefully, since they will affect project duration after a slight delay in schedule. 
Activities hiving a comfortable margin of free float arc at the otheT extreme and 
require the least amount of attention. If resource restrictions have made it ad- 
visable to schedule activities at certain dates, these activities must be watched 
regardless of the amount (if float indicated The resource schedules should provide 
management with an awareness of the importance of maintaining such scheduling 

Network techniques give a clear indication of the seriousness of changes 
that do occur or that may be proposed. If completion of a critical activity is 
delayed or if completion erf a non-cntical activity is extended beyond its latest 
fimth date, project completion wiM be similarly delayed unless corrective action 
a taken. If completion of a non-critical activity is delayed within its free float 
range, neither project completion nor the scheduling of other activities is ad- 
versely affected (unless resource problems are created) If completion of a non- 
crmcal activity is delayed to a posât wttma its interfering float range, a problem 
may or may not exist further investigation is required Project completion 
M not erectly changed, but otaar tctivMaei mutt be postponed Sanee dam 
—•«»" *** delayed w«ma tkasr Aoat parted*, the eftact a citan unimportant, 
hi carta« caaes, however, nach poatanaamimi may W ja* as seno*» at deiays 
af enseal activities For example, afán atamry to be parformed by a twbeoatraetor 
a net paralleled to beg» on irnerktr, »demnmrni aáay> may ram« owmg to 
pré-nom commitment« of he itjaciatiaMiur « tat nate mat rne aettvsty 
•amánate TV total am» may be a cnaaaWabiy longer dtky 
Wyaad Ana* ranges and 

provide the a Pans for 
eat M datayad 

may be forwea« é taca amalaba bave 
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Finally, network techniques help to determine the appropriate corrective 
action. They allow the scheduling of all activities to be properly updated. If 
protect duration has been extended and it is desired to re-establish the previous 
completion date, the current critical activities have been determined. Project 
management knows which activities will shorten project duration if they are 
expedited. If co« data arc available, the time-cost trade-off technique will in- 
dicate the moit economical means to accomplish this expediting. If project 
management wishes to consider new implementation programming approaches, 
the network can be revised and the corresponding schedule developed. If re^ 
source data are available, resource allocation and levelling procedures may be 
uaed to achieve a new schedule that again satisfies resource restraint» 



Chapter J 

NETWORK MECHANICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO 
UPDATING AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUBNETWORKS 

INTIODUC HON 

The representation of a project implementation pian by a network, indicating 
the component activities and their sequential relationship*, M a fundamental 
concept on which all other network techniques depend. Some of these technique«, 
suck as schedule updating and time-coat trade-offs, are dynamic ones They 
involve making changes in the data and determining the effects of these changes 
on the remainder of the network An understanding of banc network méchame« 
is a prerequisite for developing procedures for these dynamic applications. To 
explain baste network mechanics is the principal objective of this chapter 

One of the limitations of manual application is network nze A possible 
approach to working successfully with larger networks is to subdivide the over- 
all, or master, network into smaller ones. This must be done with care in order 
that the important relationships and functioning of the master network are 
properly represented by the subnetworks. Suck représentation M facilitated by 
an understanding of network mechantes. 

LAC vtiUH 

In the precedence ckagram the sequence knes between nod«« ¡ 
the curretpotMkmf aatvtcaet. A «ed 

proposed M the association of a time quantity caied a lag" vaine wan 
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Wmm   Wwmmmwmm   N^VH   rBnWÄlW   M^NMIttNMI     fHW   f^MMM^Mff,    M   mmt   flVsaNMMMI    #W 

A*ttv*y 1 té hg**t B wen fr int ri further, thr *ero4*g lejnmw bac» wmaad 
transmit the change to Act»vitv G tut MM t« Acttmty f Tin wotaU indecaee 
a »hart tié Acnvtty G to a« eerber aiate what* Aettvtty F remataaat Itited a*ai, 
ntottatt, wdd andacate a decreaaang lag vahar ít* llamar Ln* F G How- 
ever An bg vahar ha« aJrtady reached aero \Jr<m té àm »ft work M »neh 

nata wtM dtatber tna* tW feittowmg admty rmnt atay hmtà Tntrd««, fW 
•a»o4ag hnt èat traawmm the rhanpi 10 that faiawmg actinry mant ht ct>n- 

vnrtW 10 a paiHva>4nj kan« anal rcant a» tranamat tW «AWa 0t tilt chang« In 

mm nmmfh»mim ht ramgniiid rha( Wiener Latí G»f%«i2l «il 
hawomc neanm «hn dit «tat« ai Ac*vwy i hevome« bn than • naya. 
Wpt 30 nWwt tbt twiimi nwwotà whtn tilt tharaOen ot Atuyaty 1M rrahactal 
to S days Hm that Acamaaa» 1 atad £ haw haconat non-cr»»aal, karmg mm* 
again a lanfk cnocaJ path bnt oat dut ta dtftmnt from dat one « fagvarc 25 

k wiB Waoatd that dat aWaaataoat of tW nttworh aattracnoai htnat •-.-« 
àm a poat6v»4ag /akt will hacomt a atro-Ug vain*, but K ¿oct not 



N* rW(«l  MMf NAMK3I 

Patire •/* t hmt*nm<»i r>f «   ««*/»/ 

A* cut wUf • Mr<>4af vaJtar M c<*iywt*i4 M a fem*** k§ H<*k caw« rvaaA 
m a moAacati«* irf At a«tw<wk However, ekr MW«*MJ «aar M ititn-n«nca#) 

«•ft fl^MiW kigimung or ?w<i nf «« itpntrtmg etuwamtWKnial eydk» TI* 
mat AM M «m* may W tattA-ratiMMl k>y » .aJvwaf Ar rw« wayi m urti ti 

* "W«»4«t •*•* e« W «*»wr**«l N» a pnattivtMlag IH* Qftt way m fcw fiat faftnw- 
Mg activity «1 rem**« fcvcal wfctl? flit r*et#Aitg actmry Aa% m M ear|*r 
A** Tina («cían <*W> «Am A«?* m at Ira« nur <#l*r w<vUf *t» i.wi|in^ 
«•« Ar Mtowmg aetmty, «ad K rettati« m Ar affamir M»prtiv#4ag ut »in m 
éae«aa*d m A« peevw** pmfTfk ihm m*m*m it rMnpaMNiet at At mry 
mm <á a «oma>un<-i,nutl cycit and M tmmrtàateiy rrmetWd at already _ 

fW atwmiai way W a M*«~taf to** t« »«e<»ttr pnamvt M (m Ar I« 
•etivwy •<• MM«« ^ » Itm aW «Attr At ptctNÉftf HHyty rrmama fti__ 
W^At At AAtftm of a at**-***, »m Adattò fee taàc« «M» tmwt ft« aaty MA- 

TW ««tare ai Ar caar mkemm A« Okmtmé acttvw«« att AAW m hter A*#* 
anal AM At rhaatp* »•©^W «Wt Mt aéfecr At f*m*atm¿ aettrity ni Ar w- 

fMMc •»* ta*Aw DiWMiaWMun TWVIMK, wkeAat Ar bac H sero~aaf or 
pMMvtv^f km M tint m A* trantanitanm ni <èa«fM ut At •fiawaag eytk 
m 

cm MTA 

if A* 

«oí 
h km 

TW* kau 

•/ At 1 Ai AIIH ptnaWa«* by »«twurfc mmwàmm te 

hmm Ant «iu<aAtHi ate to W «4V- 

tfftoMÉ te IMMIMAI il •© «tftflkf« 
A* Mrt »et df Att fcf At Mav 

At Aat ta At •««bit apytoth far mata—J 
•weed «vacticaJ «mcattaM kmk on Ac fmmtmj of 



updarmg *««1  <«t  fHr   «w  .4  m**"*«   rhat   IMI  Nr  haftttled   hv   n<i*v 40m purer 

IN*» iH*w<*rk m«*« kafitt« i'kai kavr N*rn tér*trikrd M>*IV« tw h* ¿ppfV.i r*> 

a«~< ompliwk up^rmif Hv « -kJtrrciM (*»•• x **téwre <k*Jy rkr aewntte«* »#»»<f<-.i hy 

4 t hange m*«»d ht .» iitfed It it« nidttmn ¡rr#»M*f •rt^cMviry M» et*"?« -wrd wt <k**fr 

mmni rkr iata h* **»< h arti vu v «-HM m**«* he i*p«ktfe«i. man imi procedure«, wil! 

Haw«» i ft-faret rwfr «»f appk« «en* im «.om^utfr pr< H;eiMH»g 4 r^wrrmrn» •<* 

r#Kc a* murk data *<* r« h »amty My mv«»lvr 4 t*egkgê«M* it%rr«*a«ir m pro- 

ie<mtfijj rime I« manu*! pr<H #»<Mttnn, i*Ht a* mu* h lijfi «mu p^fkakiy re<p«rr 

r*Mf 4« mm h ni«r 

h* ihr itwttaJ •••-»» r»TM«,«ri(* <>t rkr pn.^i * krd«*tV 1» m ^'irahlr to (»kul.tr« 

à Ml trt 4 lata I his tri vv..«ii«< .mlmk carltrtt «art aftd «arkr«* hmirk rimes, 

tatrst « irt 4ii.I >ar«»«H hmnk rtHtrs, «««I rhe r<*al <•«»*f 4*d IMT Ä»»«r o4 eath act* vit y 

At iHiervaU tut «m/ hr proemi«, if rht «tvork, it «n tiMiallv ik»«*H4bl« i<> rrpr^i 

iht-nr taitulao *•. r. > pr<*ÉM»r a ompli-i« !y updat«»«! net 4 tinca Ihr »um vahiahl* 

updatMg, rii.^rvrr is mit rhu« whith «. prttoriMrd peri. .<k« all v hm rathrr rh#t 

whtth i» prrkifiWfd « w%fw«nfc**#l y wkmeve* tkaMtge* («cut Tin* HM ir* briguent 

t*pd*t«tg <,a* he **ery ewWtive wttkotat ifivtdvMtg a n»«ipi**r upiáactftg «4 Jl 

data 1 Kr HU* iinportMV tfrm 01 Kkedukmaf data tot MI *c«v«/ty M it» rathe* 

«art tniM n its *r*r«iutS d »tart rime rf |«e *,IHH- r«*»»«» rht* HI latrt A wniir«il 

>tt rhr fitft*#tt t* «.-iirtiwlrd «r»rt tun«» MHì <tf' tat 1 urr«^w áurM»« c«m**í<-s 

htt <<MH Kiivify ^MIUMJ bt MitifmtMiJlv mMiMMiwti, »nd IIMT « mu.ai «»vitn's 

•»KoiiJJ hr iorrmtly uirttcifir.i ti possi hl« ht« rKt« mf<»r m«M»<*t M ciHNitiiil h 

prit«!» krtpui« thom *h« er«? r»» ptsrtotiw 1« th«» intur* ««M»* né CKMU^T* m rbcir 

«iWdubd «art Nmct, »Mei M «ilo*s pt<>)«*«r HM lafeirvciit «Iwayn to tuaMWMt 

>m tht f?r >prt activiMr* f«>t rhr a^kta««m >if 'kr pr«>er<i»»r«»« to br .ifitnWd, 

it w at*> MCtmrv ><> mawttin a «i*«rr«i rettici id l«|r vaiucni t«* rack wtqumme 

k»r m tk* network (•» »uà* nutriti*! pr*«.e«MMg fven nv»r« practitai, ttf«á»tmt| 

muy k* kmiMd t«» tkxi«t attiVMr» m tkr imme^iM« rature * g , lÉkt »ritt K) tky«, 

rwh#t tkjM «i¥« thr entwe ^tt>)**;t dur at K* Tkt MM of «dkiMtwerb to kr tiet- 

crtWd latrt in rkj* tkaj?t*n wii mak«? rku powKk 

bi wmmarv   tkr «»«NrtMiM data to kc mamfimrd ow » cmtMimoui kMt« «re 

atti vit y duraCKm «itinMitrt, tati«-« ur tck«<ÌH<Wd MMt ttmr«, MMÌ tkr lag vali«". 

««t «r^HMicr kürt 

W a ««k«itw«*k a^proaek 1» atiofjtrd, tkM d«ta >^<$à kc mMfttMnrd only tot 

Aat poftw» tií tkr pro^*«t trprrsrmifiü » km**** Mm* penod ibf rf AM rntuMii 

»*f data can kr obtamed d dmrrd EarkcM o* ackrdiMed fmmk turnt are equal 

to «arks« oé *ckrJ.dr«i wart «inri pi»* duratknw rree ioM CM kr (Vtmmnrci 

from tkr bg vaiurs, MAM M M fvjmJ to tkr miimiim Ug T»I%M- oí tko*r irqtieticr 

kür« tnvtiig tkt actt¥«y tX covrir, ti cmky one sequrncr ktw- burtti from tkr 

a«ivKy, activity free AoaM wiü be equal to dir kg vaJuc oí tk*» »r^uence Ime 

TotaJ Ao»t CM be dctrmu»ed by a procexkarr, «ènenbed Uter is dm ckaptrr, 

tkat doe* not Mcesaitatr tkr compKatiofi of oda« láata La<tcat Mart and fauafe 

titnei can be deter nuned from the corretpotwia»g earke« Kart «ad fiawk Orne« 

plu» total ilo«. Critical activioet cm be idcmified by aotáng tW acontiei COM- 

uccted to tke 6ml prowjet activity by ciuau of zero-kg nijufHri Matt. 



**«rW><IM   WM)  M «M* « 
It 

Mefni*h h* mmnêd -*H*nn* .4 « heddtitg; 4*. m-y ^ developed tmm 
tk* frtm t^m *4 nei w«>rk »*«* ha»** that have hre* iWrtlwd A change MI «* 

attivwv M tx*v*Ved r«. .*hrt «tXiv«M» hv arro-iag V|IIMI» bnes. Hv hirnnrving 
thmr a« .--lag tane* « rh* daagTam, rhr nfl«Km ai«»;«»«! by 4 gfven «hange (M, 

fee «fHHätv determined k » esanmaJ m applying rhu» pr<M.*ditre rhaf rhr u* 
vaktet k- kept «pdaccd a* »M nmn When the 4kewd ace* vine* have been 
i«4r*Mt#»ii. fh* «^wmr Itne« ««m«»«*; them aerivi*« wich mutin*«! «n*^s 

ta* al*o be «denfitied f'hrsr !•»• s art rh* «r* with t hanging UK values Hy 

•M«Mg whether «hrdiiJmg data i« being shitted to earker <w later dates and 
whether rhe preceding «tr hdlowtng activity <4 ttir «e«p*ence Im«* ts rhr ,,ne 
aAWed. tt t% ixHMhir r«, determine whether thete tag value* are ,in remm^ <* 
mcreaMng ihn permits updating . rf rhr lag Vil„es additi..« ., deletion ,, 
ier..~lag seijueiur lines and a <leferminatH.fi <<• network intc-tat rum li nur» 

(hange« requiring updating mvuive change» m activity duran««, change* 
m acftvity asheduimg, >Wl«h* ri ext«t«tg acttvttics. addition ot »e** activitm. 

tir KNM c< «ne«*«« >n <rf rhe«r If the procedure for updating h» duration ctutn^* 
H iMdcrtKMid, rh* prtitedure» for th* other changes will toJlow nul y. mr 
they mvoJvt only ««ght «ï*Hàfn,»«h«8 Therefor*, this ba«* UM- will be destribed 
MI «>me detail k ts a#*um*d that a network diagram cuits and that the «ero-lag 
««•taence kne* are dMtingtàt»hed fro« the posta vr4ag kmet, a« A.>wn m hgurr 2!S 
k M «k*) ruined ch*( trrtwn data returik Have been maiweained ( ^ »* rhr«r 

ctHMamt rh« turre» duran, m rsfimatr 4nd earhesi (iw *thrdul«"d) «arr dare 
hw each activity ih* jettmd umtauis the current lag vallar itw each wquence 

km A th*rd record that IK ree«>mmmd«d CUHMMI of a J«K umrntation of each 
Chang« tkai is matk including the naturt «rf the change, the reason tot the change, 
tk* magfurude m¿ diractum t>t the ckangc, and i listing or rhe aHetted activities 
and aequentr lines 

1W activwy whom d«ra«h»n ts changed ts marked on the diagram A con- 
veiueMt method H ki mount the diagram im iheet metal and to i»e a magnet of 
a certain culm* (e g , red) for marking activities. Thtn, ail the activities following 

the changed activity and connected to K by i«ro-lag lequence knei are carefully 
and tyttetnaticaJlv marked m a Mrrular way The markers indicate the activwet 
whoa« start Oat« need to be updated («aeept for the activity charged m duration 

whoa« »tart tint temami fmed) N«xt, all the sequence hne« having decreaamg 
kg vahan arc marked uamg a magnet of a different colour (e.g., green). If, for 
example, the change involves an increate HI duration of the activity, lequence 
ka» extending from marked activities to later unmarked ones will have decreasing 

lags. The mm step u to mark all the icquence linei with increasing lags unrig 
magnets of »till a different colour (e.g., blue), la the case of increased duration 
att sctnaencc lines coming into marked activities from earlier unmarked activities 
(except for those coming into the activity whose duration is changed) will have 
increasing lags. Network interaction limit is determined next. This is accomplished 

by checking the current lag values of all sequence lines having decreasing lags 
and selecting the least of these values. Finally, the actual updating is performed. 



*¿ I'lNll.MttMINi    **!>     i(K»rili|     »  IMP fetMNl s u< i*     <t   INIMMIIM   IMK>tt-<   IS 

tt the change m M. tmtv duration is lets than the NIL, rhe start nmes of all affected 
activités àtté rhe lag values <tf ail effected sequence lines ¿te changed by an 
amount equal ro the duration change As changes are entered cm the rect»rds 
uwrMfontamg magnets may he removed from the diagram when ail have 
been removed the updating i§ comported When the change m duration is greater 
than the NIL, the anWted activities and sequence lines are updated by an amount 
•quaJ to the NIL The new fero-lag sequence Une rrUtionnhip is entered on the 
diagram then additional cycles of updating are performed until the increment 
§o complete the change is less than the Nil tor the final cycle More than two 
cycles »re seldom required 

A* an example involving moat of the inmpbcariom that will he encountered, 
mumt that the duration of Activity B of figure 2*> is decreased to 6 days Markers 
would he placed on the diagram as shown m figure M   A check of rirrrrtasng 

lag knes (only F G hare) would indicate a NIL of 2 days. The duration of Ac- 
tivity B and the earnest start timet of Activities D. E, And G would be reduced 
by two days in the records. The taf values of Sequence Linei BF and I?-G 
would he changed to 7 and ') respectively and the diagram altered to show 
the new »ero-lag relationship. An attempt to perform a second cycle of updating 
would indicate a decreasing kg for Sequence Line F G, which has already 
become aero. This requires recognizing that Sequence Line EG must be 
converted to a potiti ve-lag Une matead. Having made this alteration and once 
more marked the activities and sequence knes with changing values, the diagram 
would appear as shown in figure J2. Since there are no decreasing lags, the NIL 
is infinite and the remaining two days of updating can be compacted. The 
duration of Activity fl and earliest start times of Activities D and £ are reduced 
by the final two days. The lag values of Sequence Unes D-G, £-G, and B—F 
are increased by two days. Markers are removed as changes are recorded, and the 
updating is completed. 

Updating involving changes in more than one activity can be accomplished 
in a single operation as long as the activities requiring updating are not con- 



N-iTSTOM« MM'HAMM * 

,-      I 

Meted to une another by tbw né *rro-la£ wuueni* bici and M kmg a« rat 
changes »re m the «HI* dsrettton w»th respect to mite It the rhiimaxn art chÉrmit 
M m»fftKwir, the chattge of Lea* magjMrwd* ts MMMfkàmi «murrtMJy h» 
ai A« actmtM». Addmonai eyelet oé «mk concurrent updating are peréormed 
for the reiwaatung activities until the netw.wi ha« beert updated km è» activity 
havmg At change né greater magnwitde However, á the wmvmm wh.*e 
dtaraftona tre change. I arfe« one another or d cha« «es <# bot« »werewird and 
decreased durataom are «volved, the i.p.WiHt f<w „*,* change« „«* he per- 
formed M separate operations 

A change involving rescheduling an «cavity to a aàWet* fiate M handled 
in a very »nubr fashion to a change «vufvMg variation« m àrnmtm The < y 
èfference M that the Kart time (jé the »co vit y being re*chrd%tied n »hatted to * 
tiiaerent fiate at well at its htiaah time ani, therefore, mom also be changed. 
If sequence line» come into the restneduU-it activity trotn ear he» w* marked 
¿ctmties, they wifl have changing lay values HI tht§ »Mance 

A change involving the deletion oé an activity from the network can br 
»ccomphihed by reducing the duration of that activity either unes] w reaches 
*ero or until the activity commences to develop tree float, whichever occurs 
first The activity will begin to have free float when all sequence ttnea dcpartina 
from it to later activities have been converted to posta ve-ig bnes When either 
of these condstioni hat occwred, the activity can be deleted from the network 
It it necessary to examine the sequential relationships between the prrranÉug 
and following activities of the deleted activity to determine whether new 
sequence bies between them are required. 

A change involving the addition of an activity can be sccompbahed by 
lnsertmg the new activity and its necessary sequence hues «to the diagram, 
the duration of the new activity having been temporarily set at lero. The duration 
of the new activity is then increased from zero to its estimated value using 
the same procedures as for changes ta activity duration. 

Other changes in project implementation programmmg ¿nd trhrduhng 
can be treated as combinations of those »«ready daacuased. For example, a  ' 

4* 



44 **»• » m*m<****'    i*i        ••*>*« M     »  '«wt<wwu<ii*   * t*M-> ot**t   »ai »f* »s 

MH MMMMcncmy   •>•  <*"•   4» 11.'ti>r-»i »4«  hr  ata.««mplwhrd  Nv  rhr   4*»í#-tHt«    4   <n*e  =4 

ftat afW*nw«. 4*iJ 'Hn» •-•*  '*» 4.i«i»t*< •*< >?;* »r* >»< »* p»^«t|. >n 

iWr »«0*1 H for« it dm g i »k titan« *i* U rlir »»nttrf srtwttfk provitér A t»>m- 

piHf «1 <4 i**«i r«< íi««íi»n ¡ufe« «art #»d h»i^ d*m *»d r<**l flours THr lafM* 

provtd» * kitowirdgr 4 ' hr » i<fi¥* t**grr«- .4 »rwitákt\ 4 tM m m•< rwn 4! ¡n- 

HYiftir«, *nd rh<>. "» Hrl|4iti m mti ikf<nrly << tt»rr<»H«*(| rkf work TH* >i|idittm{| 

f*r<**«itH'- .t»«* if«* ribt-.l I* • Ht« ipUM rhio data hw .fayftnky t.o-lWroi put 

poirt tita* <s »»« •» * w» M »io U>«i»«<v4«taf«' Ao Ìt«»g ** <dl tT«H al * ti »<m<-o *rr uivntihii>d 

at »tì »«uro ***«> 4* •< H|é <- 'h« ttiMtpli*»«- •*•»* 4 • ì-IM IO updami *» periodi* mt«»rv,d* 

ni r** -t*fNblt*h 'h« < « *rrr« so 4 ndafiw »r»f»*»iwv 4 not*<< riti« .d M » virws, rt M 

titrt rot»rH)MÌ • « ' itHttttirfM 1 IM4JM«4II> , iHrriii i.tlj H Ufr*» itati otti hi>to¡h MH«»1 

«ni total fl-.ai t*«t» *tm«*»nt«#«* n 10 irmriWr ro know rhr iwrent vd«r 4 rota' 

flnat 4 m M-Hvtfv h# ?* a marie, WIM*« « iriittofi H* » riebet 11 dtittg proposti 

M to Nf mmàr Fb*«* mrormantia eau be '«fetame«! lor aay gtvatt MXivifv by ehr 
HpiÉafMtf; pro«*aWe alraady drsfsribed faw imi»fiWg ih* «Wat*« >rf MI **-nvwv 
ìW *t:fivwv  wbo** Mtd lt># Mt i». W ii»MrmMMl M «rwifKWwtlv mi renard m 

IH urlv»» wortai r^ mimh»»» 4 A*\s ¡4 ièri«y fn £MW M ru Krtottir (r****! n 

(iMcrwwH'i'l rh^s M W* r«>t«l ^<»a* Th»« pr<M-r<lMVf km> ffkr a4Ìv»wa||* .4 »!«• > e!e*r!\ 
*k»»w»«)f rh* *K« 4«r»vt«M»>. rk»f wiM k#> il«W(i ^y ekr t«r «# ti»* float M»w 
Hu* !«••>» "ii^nofi n» dwwTitllv r^Mr^ti t« ft <v Kmf am mtvñt^emt fa&m<m rp- 
HardNtf (kr pt-<»p€H*NJ «#r <4 r»*ál ^«>»o rim** ^ut it HI m* pr<»vteir«4 k> rh* tu«- 
Ktmarv r^biiiarh^wi ut t<p«la»ed »Jw* <4 n#al floats i4 aN écMvwi« 

Wttk the i.ap»B«litv i4" virwrmiMim r«»f»î fluatf ctiRw« tlhr «Wity r«v   >Ht»«n 
it^tk**tl Utto< «Art *ml tiMdb ilairt, by *mpU- è<.k^Htofi i4 Jat* Jrciniv àwuutkAt 

flharrt'irr, ikr pMtctWcs ìIW,IMI»«I m the Í 'frg<*»| paragri^k« «N«)«/ ufdxmg 

uí mi y áatü tfew MF* neeàté wirbt »«t a ti*i«f4^r rraemfHtalinii < *# J»ft f<» tW 
network 

Aaedbt t»^»ortaMt aruetséwt úm mifl^t at ciaawlìid M aft affèaia 
al atwmk m«cK*mct M úm è*réoftmm ma uw oí iiiawarworà» UM 

afftoack M to taobte a porno« ti* thrt ktfgcr Mtwork wlawt téiat porttoa H 

éai to tke rcinaiiMkr »t only two poHttt. IW mh—twotk «aft be rewkoveii fer 
Mfaratc aiulysM «ul caa be replaced m um ma« network by a unfk ««jiMvaleat 
MMvtty oí a tiuration determi»ed by tk* crnmd p«K oí tb »ubwetwoek. U»- 
krtawalily, tlHt docs not -JCCUT tre<n»entiy k u m *t uaual to enpaatl a luifk 
«cavity at the matter network into a network oí its own fot iWaArd aaaJym 

TWre H aiK*hcT approach called tke "datea»e cut-of" metkxi (FoaxUhJ, 

1%2). Here tW masccr network M dinded imo kitbnetwork by tan« perioda. 



tMmarilv »«ly rta subnetwork Uw tta «..ar«* nnw ptru*à (« j- , wte <»r r*„ 
m,*flttl w,,wW *» **rwfe>pe«i A» w«*k p.^resse* rta temtw^k *<w rt* «•*» 
pefKid M irv^^d Whm mtwk nuvrs m*, rta* nevt ^W tta prae«<Éa^j 
MmMfwtirk i« ir..f.|*Hi TWM fr<m«m, «mew»»** >mn\ rta tmml mibnetwk íor 
«h* SMT rinw (fMfhni ha« hem compiW.l 

TIM» m#fh**d ha* two imfM*iMM «dvafWAft* r»r«, « «Mow« rta tiae ,rf a 
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«eli - 
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„. - 
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M s N •6 91        66 »1 0 0 

Figure 34. Updated scheduling data 

subnetwork is constructed to include all activities commencing before or on 
the thirtieth day. An event representing project completion is added at the right 
end of the diagram, and artificial "tie" activities are added between this com- 
pletion event and the interface activities. An interface activity is an activity in 
the subnetwork that has one or more sequence lines extending from it to activities 
in the portion of the master network that has been removed. The duration of 
each tie activity is equal to the number of days on the longest path between its 
preceding activity and the project completion event. This is determined most 
easily by the use of the late start and finish data that have been computed and 
shown in figure 34. The tie duration is equal to the "effective" latest finish 
time of its preceding activity subtracted from the project completion date. If 
the preceding activity has no following activities within the subnetwork, its 
effective latest finish time is the same as its ordinary latest finish time; this is 
true for Activities B and E. If the preceding activity does have following ac- 
tivities within the subnetwork, its effective latest finish time is equal to the 
earliest of the latest start times of its following activities that are outside the 
subnetwork; this is true for Activity C. The resulting subnetwork is shown 
in figure 35. An alternative method employing dual entries for the interface 
activity data eliminates the necessity for the tie activities (Fondahl, 1962). 

The subnetwork of figure 35 does not show an impressive reduction in 
activities, but it would in the case of an actual project with a network of con- 
siderable size. The subnetwork would probably be expanded in detail after it 
had been developed initially. Note that the critical path through the subnetwork 
is always known. If a new critical path is formed, the resulting critical activities 
in the subnetwork will be identified, but those in the remainder of the project 
will not be known until later subnetworks are developed or the entire project 
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Figure 35. Subnetwork for first 3()-day period 

is updated. Note also that since the event representing final project completion 
is included in the subnetwork, the effect of changes occurring within the sub- 
network will be reflected in it. 

Figure 36 shows the subnetwork for the second 30-day period, assuming 
no changes during the use of the first subnetwork. This subnetwork is developed 
while work within the first subnetwork is under way. After work has moved 
into the period of the second subnetwork, the first is discarded and work on 
develcpment of the third-period subnetwork soon begins. This process continues 
until the final subnetwork covering the last 30-day period has been developed. 

Intarlaci I J 

comolttion II II 

Etttclivt  LF 71 !S 

Tit 
duration IS IS 

Uigure 36. Subnetwork for second 30-day period 

The application of subnetworks can be useful, especially for schedule up- 
dating and detailed resource levelling. There are certain shortcomings that 
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result from a lack of knowledge of the effects on activities and resource require- 
ments in the project period following the subnetwork time span. There are 
also certain shortcomings in the time-cost trade-off analysis that result from 
inability to identify the critical activities that follow the subnetwork portion 
of the over-all diagram. But the advantages of the application of subnetworks 
outweigh these shortcomings. 



Chapter 4 

TIME-COST TRADE-OFFS 

INTRODUCTION 

For implementation programming purposes, network techniques require 
subdivision of a project into many separate activities. For implementation 
scheduling purposes, time estimates for the performance of each of these activities 
are required. Actually, each activity can generally be performed in a number 
of ways, and these ways have different time requirements. Since there are a 
number of activities and a number of variations for the performance of each, 
there exists an almost infinite number of possible schedules for the project. 
The programmer's objective is to develop the particular schedule that will 
provide the most favourable solution. Total cost is a major factor in judging 
the effectiveness of a solution. Therefore, the introduction of cost data provides 
a basis for choosing among the many scheduling possibilities. The time-cost 
trade-off technique discussed in this chapter is a means for applying these cost 
data in a systematic and logical manner. When a project completion date is 
already specified, time-cost trade-offs are applied to produce the most economical 
schedule that will meet the completion deadline. When the objective is to 
determine the most economical schedule, time-cost trade-offs are applied to 
develop such a schedule and to establish the corresponding completion date 
as well. 

PROJBCT TIME-COST RELATIONSHIPS 

In discussing project time-cost relationships it is useful to distinguish be- 
tween direct and indirect costs, since their patterns of variation are quite different. 
Direct costs are those associated with the activities into which the project is 
subdivided. These costs vary according to the method and manner of performance 
of the activities. For example, for physical construction they include costs such 
as those for labour, mat ¡rials, and rent of equipment. Indirect costs are those 
associated with the project as a whole and vary mainly with the passage of time. 
They may include salaries of management and office personnel, interest or the 
cumulative project investment, insurance, and maintenance of utilities and 
services during construction. They may also include the loss of benefits for each 
time period during which the project has not been completed. 

49 
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Visure 37. Project time-direct cost curve 

The curve of figure 37 provides a basis for initial discussion of direct cost 
and time relationships. Point A represents a schedule that can be developed 
quite simply. It assumes that every activity in the project is being performed in 
the manner that results in the lowest direct costs. These are the costs that one 
usually supplies if the activity is being contracted. An estimator should be able 
to furnish these costs and the corresponding activity durations. The direct co- 
ordinate for Point A is simply the sum of the activity costs for all the project 
activities. The time co-ordinate for Point A is the project durations resulting 
from the conventional forward-pass calculations using the activity times furnished 
by the estimator. In general, there is no reason for developing the curve AD 
to the right of Point A. It would merely represent schedules that result in post- 
ponements of project completion without lowering project costs. In fact, cost 
increases usually result from inefficiencies that are generally associated with 
"dragging out" activity performance beyond the time that results in the achieve- 
ment of lowest direct cost. 

Point C represents another schedule that can also be developed quite simply. 
It assumes that every activity :n the project is being performed by the fastest 
possible means, and therefore represents the "all-crash" schedule. An estimator 
should be able to furnish the activity costs and corresponding durations for 
such a schedule. The direct cost and the time co-ordinates for Point C, then, 
can be obtained in a similar manner to those for Point A. Points A and C establish 
the limits of the time range for all acceptable scheduling solutions. Another 
point, Point B, represents a schedule for the same minimum time limit as 
Point C but has a considerably lower cost in almost every case. Even with the 
fastest schedule possible for project performance, there are some activities that 
never become critical and, hence, do not affect project duration. The Point C 
schedule includes the cost of expediting, or "crashing", every activity whether 
it is critical or non-critical. The Point B schedule includes the costs of expediting 
only those activities that are effective in reducing project duration. Point C 
represents the customary approach of the manager faced with the necessity of 
a crash effort but lacking the information provided by network methods. It is 
the "all-crash" approach. Point B represents a much more economical solution 
for a crash effort and is based on the intelligent and selective expediting that 
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a knowledge of updated network data permits. The curve AB represents the 
most favourable scheduling solutions for project durations of intermediate 
durations. As in the case of Point B, these schedules arc developed by selective 
expediting based on a knowledge of network data and associated cost estimates. 
The purpose of the time-cost trade-off technique is to offer a procedure tor 
developing the scheduling solutions along the curve AB. 

Common terminology for Point A describes it as the "normal" project- 
scheduling solution. Point C will be referred to as the "all-crash" solution and 
Point B as the "minimum-cost crash" solution. The curve AB shown in figure 37 
is an idealized one in that it is smooth and continuous. Actually, owing to the 
tremendous number of possible scheduling variations available to the imaginative 
estimator, this becomes a reasonable representation. The shape of the curve 
has not been established yet, but it should appear intuitively correct. Starting 
at Point A, if there were reason for shortening project duration, those measures 
causing the least increase in cost would be taken first. As the most favourable 
opportunities for expediting were exhausted, more expensive measures would 
have to be adopted. As one progresses from right to left along the curve AB 
it seems logical that it will become more and more expensive to buy time urti! 
finally at Point B the only expediting opportunities serve merely to increase 
cost without reducing time. 

If a project completion date were specified, a schedule represented by 
Point M would provide the most economical solution for completion on that 
date. It is possible, however, that a consideration of indirect costs might lead 
to a schedule for even earlier completion in order to reduce total costs. There- 
fore it is desirable to consider the indirect cost-time relationships as well as the 
direct cost curve. 

The indirect cost curve would be one sloping upward to the right, since 
indirect costs tend to rise with the passage of time. Although it is frequently 
portrayed as a straight line, the curve is not necessarily linear but probably has 
»udden jumps and breaks in slope. It is not really essential to escablish the entire 
curve or even to know the true value of its ordinales. Scheduling decisions 
require only a knowledge of the changes in indirect costs between different 
dates, and these dates would be in the time range between normal and crash 
performance. In fact, it is usually sufficient if the rate of change of indirect 
costs is known only at specified project durations. Then a decision can be based 
on whether the cost of expediting the schedule for that duration will cost more 
or less than the saving in indirect costs. Figure 38 shows the direct cost curve 
and the portion of the indirect cost curve for the range of schedules of interest, 
both plotted on the same time scale. It also shows the resulting total cost curve 
obtained by the addition of the above two curves. Since direct and indirect 
costs vary in opposite directions with respect to time, the total cost curve will 
have a minimum point. The schedule corresponding to the minimum point 
would be the most advantageous one unless other factors dictate a different 
completion date. Since the indirect cost curve, or at least the incremental indirect 
costs over a limited range of time, is not difficult to develop, the ability to make 
use of these time-cost relationships depends primarily on being able to develop 
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the direct cost-time curve. An understanding of the activity time-cost relation- 
ships is necessar) first. 

Timt 

Figure 38. Project time-total cost curve 

ACTIVITY TIME-COST RELATIONSHIPS 

Each activity can usually be performed in a number of ways, as stated 
at the beginning of this chapter. There is one method of performance that will 
result in the lowest cost, and this is referred to as the "normal" solution. To 
expedite the activity from its normal performance will usually require measures 
that will increase costs. These might include overtime or shift work, inefficient 
use of larger crews, or a more expensive method. The limit that marks the 
shortest time for activity performance is called its "crash" performance. 

The simplest time-cost curve for an activity is a single, continuous, straight 
line connecting normal and crash points. Accomplishment of an activity at 
any intermediate time between the normal and crash times is carried out at a 
corresponding cost. Since there are many activities and each one is a relatively 
minor element of the over-all project, such an approximation has been con- 
sidered acceptable. Most time-cost procedures are performed using this assump- 
tion. It involves the least degree of complexity and requires the least amount 
of data per activity from the estimator. The data would be limited to normal 
and crash times and costs for each activity. Figure 39 (a) indicates this activity 
time-cost curve. 

A more detailed time-cost curve might be similar to that shown in figure 
39 (b). It has the intuitively correct shape discussed for the project time-cost 
curve, i.e., that each increment of expediting effort requires a higher expen- 
diture per time unit because the most economical measures are taken first. Such 
a curve may be used if the straight line approximation, figure 39 (a), is not 
suitable. Such a curve is not difficult to apply in isolated cases, but its general 
application has usually been considered unjustified because so much additional 
data would be required. Its application might be justified in the cace of an 
activity that is expanded into a subnetwork for analysis purposes. If a time-cost 
curve were developed for the resulting "subproject", this curve would become 
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an activity time-cost curve of the general shape of figure 39 (b) for the original 
activity. 

(i) 

Tim« 

(b) 

\. 

Tim* 

(c) 

Tim« 

(4) 

Figure 39. Activity time-cost curves 

Another activity time-cost relationship that may often exist is shown in 
figure 39 (c). Segment NA represents one method of performance and accom- 
panying expediting by such measures as assigning more manpower or over- 
time work. Segment AB represents switching to an alternative method of per- 
formance. In other words, segment AB represents the increase in cost effected 
from using the new method. Segment BC represents expediting of this new 
method by such measures as assigning more manpower or overtime work. 
This general type of curve, i.e., one that is not convex upward over its entire 
range, is very difficult to apply in trade-off procedures. Theoretically, it can be 
used, but even large capacity computers using the mathematical methods in- 
volved can only solve very trivial-size networks in a practical length of time. 
Fortunately, a straight line approximation between normal and crash points, 
as shown by the broken line in the figure, is usually an acceptable representation 
of such a curve. 

Finally, curves of the type of figure 39 (d) can also occur. All of the activity 
time-cost relationships are probably more accurately represented by discrete 
points rather than continuous curves. There are far fewer scheduling com- 
binations than is the case with project data that produce a nearly continuous 
curve. Sometimes the activity time-cost schedules have very definite discon- 
tinuities with wide gaps between successive solutions, as in figure 39 (d). This 
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is often the case with activities associated with supply where there are limited alter- 
natives and perhaps each is subject to expediting over only a very short range 
of time. When such activities are critical and offer definite possibilities for 
economical project-shortening, it may become necessary to make a separate 
analysis of the project time-cost curve based on using first one discontinuous 
portion of the curve and then another. The most favourable portions of the two 
resulting project time-cost curves can be used for scheduling. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT TIME-COST CURVE 

A procedure based on the principles of network mechanics already dis- 
cussed and practical for manual application is offered for developing the project 
time-direct cost curve. It is assumed initially that the estimator furnishes time 
and cost data for every activity and that straight line activity time-cost curves, 
similar to that of figure 39 (a), arc acceptable. These are the assumptions of 
most computer procedures using much more sophisticated linear programming 
methods. Later in this chapter definite improvements over these initial assump- 
tions that simplify manual procedures, make them more effective, and allow 
them to use more realistic data than permitted by computer procedures will 
be indicated. 

•0i 1(7 

Figure 40. Project network 

The project network of figure 40 and the data of figure 41 illustrate the 
proposed method. The estimator determines first the most economical manner 
of performing each activity and the corresponding activity durations. These 
are shown as Normal times and Nomial costs in figure 41. The estimator estimates 
the fastest possible performance time and the corresponding cost for each activity. 
These result in the Crash time and Crash cost data of figure 41. The difference 
between crash cost and normal cost is divided by the difference between normal 
time and crash time to obtain the slope in cost per time unit of the activity 
time-cost curve (cost per month, per week, per day etc.). Thus the assumption 
of a linear, continuous curve between two limiting points is made a basis for 
the procedures that follow. The cost slopes for each activity have been computed 
in figure 41. 
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Activity 
Normal Normal   coil 

(dollari) 
Crajh Craoh colt 
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Coil  ilor>* 
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• 5 to.ooo 5 •0.000 0 0 NONE 

C 14 15.000 10 It,000 4 1,000 250 

0 20 20,000 15 21,500 5 1.500 300 

E 4 «000 2 54.000 2 12.000 6.000 

F J 10.000 4 •4.000 1 4.000 4.000 

a 45 •0,000 30 115.000 15 15.000 3.000 

H CO «2,000 45 »4.500 15 22. SCI 1.500 

I 10 72,000 5 71.000 5 «.000 1.200 

J • 11.000 5 21,000 3 3.000 1000 

K 12 *».00O I 53,000 4 1.000 2.000 

I IS •1,000 15 •1.000 0 0 NONE 

Total» 755,000 IH.OOO 
I 

—      -J 
Figure 4L Project time-cost data 

Figure 42 shows a summary sheet for entering data that will produce the 
project time-direct cost curve. The curve development must start at a point 
that can be determined. Methods for obtaining the co-ordinates for Points A 
and C of the project curve of figure 37 have been discussed earlier. Point A, 
the "normal" schedule, will serve as a logical starting point. The curve will 
be developed from this point by cycles of computation, each cycle producing 
an additional segment as the project is expedited from its normal schedule. The 
normal project duration is determined by forward-pass calculations using the 
activity normal times given in figure 41. A period of 100 weeks (earliest finish 
of final Activity L is the beginning of the 101st week) has been chosen for the 
project. The normal project direct cost is determined by totalling the activity 
normal costs to obtain $755,000, as shown in figure 41. 

In each cycle of computations two questions must to answered: "Which 
activities should be expedited to achieve project-shortening with the least in- 

Cyclo ActiWtioo 
•nertonod 
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Total direct 
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t 
TH.«** IN 

! 

1 

1 

4 

1 

Figure 42. Summary sheet 
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crease in cost?" and "By how rriny time units may the project duration be 
expedited in this cycle?" The answer to the first question must be based on 
three criteria: the activity (or activities in the case of multiple critical paths) 
chosen must be critical if it is to affect project duration; it must be one that 
the estimator has indicated can be shortened and that has not already been 
expedited to its crash limit; and it must have the lowest possible cost slope in 
order to produce the most economical expediting possible for the existing 
schedule. To facilitate the selection of the activities for expediting, the tabulation 
of figure 43 can be used. This is not absolutely essential but will aid in illustrating 
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Figure 43. Selection sheet 

the thought process involved. The activities are arranged in ascending order 
of cost slopes. If cost slopes are identical, the earlier activity is listed first. The 
third column indicates whether the activity is critical. Since additional activities 
will probably become critical as expediting continues, the entry in the third 
column indicates the cycle in which the activity became critical. A blank in the 
fourth column indicates that the activity can be shortened; an entry in this 
column shows the cycle in which the activity has been expedited to its crash 
duration and indicates that no further expediting of this activity is possible. If 
the estimator determines that an activity cannot be expedited, an entry is made 
in column IV at the beginning of the procedure; this is the case with Activities B 
and L. The remaining portion of the selection sheet provides space to record 
the amount of time by which an activity can be expedited and space to update 
this data. To answer the first of the two principal questions, "Which activity 
should be shortened?", the highest activity on the sheet (least expensive to 
expedite) that has an entry in column HI (critical) and does not have an enti y 
m column IV (can be shortened) is chosen. The activity is entered in column II 
of the summary sheet, figure 42. For multiple critical paths the selection procedure 
is somewhat more complicated and will be explained later. 

The answer to the second question, "By how much time?", can be established 
by two criteria. The first is the number of time units by which the selected 
activity can be shortened. For multiple activities, the activity with the least 
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amount of possible shortening governs. The second criteria is the network inter- 
action limit for the proposed duration cliange. When an activity is shortened by 
an amount equal to its NIL, the cycle must be terminated in order to update 
the lag relationships. Possibly a new critical path will be formed and will require 
the selection of different activities for further project-expediting. The use of 
the NIL is important because it eliminates trial and error methods for determining 
the effective project-shortening of each proposed change. The NIL can be 
determined by the marking procedure discussed in Chapter 3 for updating when 
activity durations are changed; lag values must be computed and updated with 
each change. Figure 44 shows a tabulation of lag values and space for updating 

II J r • 
si Rtvlitd lafs 

Cycl«  1 Crei« i Cjrcl» i Cycl* « Cpl* 1 
A II If 

I» M 

• • • 
C » 13 

_._. ....     
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M n N 

[ a M 

11 r • 
t 11 ii 

0 i n M 

H i M M 

' t «1 41 

-—     
K il 41 

J L 41 M 

K L U M 

Figu re 4 4.1 -<*g shet 't 

The procedure for each cycle of computation necessary for developing the 
project time-direct cost curve may be outlined as follows: 

(a) Using the selection sheet (figure 43), choose the activity to be expedited; 
it will be the first activity that has an entry in column HI and none in 
column IV. 

(b) Enter this activity in column II of the summary sheet (figure 42). De- 
termine its possible shortening from the selection sheet and enter this 
figure in column III of the summary sheet. Determine its cost slope 
from column II of the selection sheet and enter this figure in column VI 
of the summary sheet. 

(c) Using the network diagram (figure 40), place the appropriate markers 
to indicate the affected activities and the sequence lines with decreasing 
and increasing lags. Using plus or minus signs, mark on the lag sheet 
(figure 44) the sequence lines that have changing lag values. Check the 
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lag values for those lines that have been marked with a minus sign to 
determine the least value that gives the NIL. Enter the NIL in column 
IV of the summary sheet. 

(à) Complete the entries for the cycle on the summary sheet. The amount 
of shortening for the cycle is entered in column V and is equal to the 
minimum of the figures entered in columns III and IV. The Cost in- 
crease in column VII is the product of the figures in columns V and VI. 
The new value for the Total direct cost is the sum of the Cost increase 
and the Total direct cost of the preceding cycle. The new value for the 
Project duration is the amount of shortening from column V sub- 
tracted from the Project duration for the preceding cycle. 

(e) Update the lag sheet (figure 44) using the amount of shortening for 
that cycle as determined from column V of the summary sheet. Add 
this amount to the previous lag values of sequence lines marked with 
a plus sign and subtract this amount from the existing lag values of 
sequence lines marked with a minus sign. 

(f) If any lag values are changed from positive to zero (as will be the case 
when the NIL governs the amount of cycle-shortening) or from zero 
to positive, modify the project network (figure 40) accordingly by 
showing the new relationships for the lines involved. 

(g) Update the selection sheet (figure 43) by changing the Possible shortening 
figures for the activities expedited. If an activity has reached its crash 
limit, make an entry in column IV to indicate the cycle in which this 
occurred. If a new zero-lag relationship has produced a new critical 
path on the project network, make entries in column III of the selection 
sheet indicating these new critical activities and the cycle in which they 
became critical. 

(h) Repeat this procedure starting again with step 1. 
(i) Continue the procedure until : 

(i)   The entire curve to the project crash duration is developed. This 
will occur when all the activities on one critical path reach their 
crash limits. The corresponding project time can be determined 
in advance, as an independent check, by forward-pass calculations 
using activity crash durations from the data sheet (figure 41). 

(ii)  The Jirect cost per time unit for expediting project performance, 
as shown in column VI of the summary sheet, begins to exceed 
the estimated indirect cost per time unit that is saved by earlier 
completion, 

(iii) The project duration has been reduced to correspond to a specified 
completion date even though the cost of expediting to that date 
is greater than the saving in indirect costs. 

In general, criteria (ii) would appear to be the most logical basis for ter- 
mination and would usually require only development of part of the total curve. 
Figures 45 to 56 illustrate this procedure step by step.  Figures 54, 55 and 56, 
however, show also the summary, selection and lag sheets respectively at the 
conclusion of the development of the entire project time-direct cost curve for 
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Figure 46. Selection sheet (Cycle 1) 

the example. Had the indirect cost per week been estimated at $1,500, for 
example, the calculations could have been terminated following Cycle 2. Note 
that for project crash performance the total direct cost is $804,000 (figure 54). 
This sum corresponds to the cost for Point B of figure 37 and is substantially 
below the cost of $898,000 for the all-crash performance of figure 41. Note 
also that at the end of Cycle 2 a second critical path was produced. This neces- 
sitated a slightly more involved selection process for activities to be expedited 
in subsequent cycles. Either activities from both critical paths had to be expedited 
concurrently or an activity common to both paths had to be selected. In such 
caws it helps to list the two paths side by side, showing the portion of each 
path included between their common points. The most economical activity 
in each such sub-path can be circled. For the example at the beginning of Cycle 3, 
the listing would be as follows (Activity L is excluded from the list, since it 
is common to both paths and moreover cannot be shortened) : 

© 

A 

© 

S* 
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Activities B and D from the original critical path have been struck out, 
rince they have reached their crash limits. When Cycle 3 starts, Activity C would 
be the first candidate for shortening. The above tabulation would indicate that 
Activity C is in a critical path having a parallel critical path and that Activity H 
should be shortened concurrently. The combined cost is $1,750 per week. A 
further check down the selection sheet tabulation indicates that the next best 
selection (besides Activity H, which produces the same combination of Activities 
C and tí) is Activity G, which costs $3,000 per week (and also requires con- 
current shortening of Activity H). Investigation can be terminated at this point, 
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Figure 50. Lag sheet (Cycle 2) 

since even if there were a single activity common to both paths (such as Ac- 
tivity L) the cost would be greater than the $1,750 figure already achieved. 
If there are more than two critical paths, a similar analysis can be made as long 
as each path is Usted with one of its parallel paths between their common points. 
Each pair of such listings must be investigated and satisfied when an activity 
is considered for expediting. Investigations can be terminated when it becomes 
obvious, as above, that no combination can produce a better solution than the 
one already obtained. 
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The procedure outlined in this section is not mathematically perfect. Under 
circumstances that occur quite rarely, the optimum expediting combination of 
activities may not result from a procedure that is based exclusively on shortening 
these activities. The optimum solution can involve simultaneous shortening 
of some activities and lengthening of others. This situation can occur only 
when there are three or more critical paths and then under an unusual com- 
bination of conditions. In its simplest form, there would be three critical paths, 
A, B and C. A critical activity on Path B would have been previously expedited. 
Then there would exist a combination of one activity common to paths A and ß 
«ad one activity common to paths B and C that could be shortened concurrently, 
producing two time units of shortening for Path B for each one for Paths A 
and C. This would permit extending the duration of the previously shortened 
activity on Path B by one time unit for each unit of shortening of the two se- 
lected activities. The combination of the costs of expediting the two selected 
activities minus the saving realized by "selling back" time for the activity 
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whose duration could be extended might be less than the most favourable 
costs bated on combinations involving expediting only. The more sophisticated 
linear programming techniques will mathematically determine such optimum 
combinations. However, they occur very infrequently, the cost difference is 
not usually significant, and the programmer who is aware of such possibilities 
can usually not arrive at the optimum solution unless there are many parallel 
critical paths with complex interrelationships. This is not an important short- 
coming for the manual approach proposed here. 
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EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF TIME-COST TRADE-OFFS 

The procedures outlined in the preceding section can be considerably 
simplified by manual application. The manual approach allows a degree of 
judgement and realistic data to be used that computer procedures based on 
sophisticated mathematical techniques do not permit. This is an advantage that 
far outweighs the possibility of obtaining a sub-optimum solution under the 
rather rare circumstances discussed in the last section. The following point» 
will explain these claims: 

[ 
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(a) The procedure discussed so far in this publication and mathematical 
solutions in general are based on the assumption that the activities in a project 
are independent of one another except for the sequential relationships shown 
by the network diagram. From a practical standpoint this is often not the case. 
The measures taken to expedite one activity may affect others and in turn pro- 
duce secondary cost effects that should be considered. Sometimes these cost 
effects need to be considered in the time-cost trade-off cycle being performed, 
and other times they should be considered when future cycles are being per- 
formed. In either case an analysis of the interdependencies is necessary during 
the intermediate steps of developing the time-cost curve. The manual, cycle-by- 
cycle calculation has a very real advantage because it permits a continual ap- 
plication of judgement and modifications of data throughout the process of 
developing a solution. 

For example, a decision to work overtime or shift work to expedite a 
particular activity may have an effect on concurrent activities. It may become 
necessary from a practical labour relations viewpoint to put other crews on the 
same schedule. The resulting cost and time effects must be considered together 
with the original proposed change. Or, as a slightly different example, a large 
piece of equipment, such as a power crane, may be moved on to the job as a 
means for expediting a particular activity. It is very likely that this equipment, 
once it is made available, can be used on certain following activities also. The 
tact that its "move in" costs have been absorbed by the first activity means that 
coit slopes for expediting the later activities may be reduced. Sometimes in order 
to justify such a measure, the effects on more than one activity must be considered 
to arrive at the initial decision. 

A closely related objection to any procedure that requires a complete set 
of input data is that it is unfair to expect an estimator to furnish such data because 
he does not have enough information. This applies in particular to estimates 
of costs for crashing each activity. As indicated in figure 41, the estimator is 
asked to determine the cost of crashing each activity, but he does not have any 
idea at what stage it will become attractive to expedite any individual activity. 
An activity may be one of the first selected for expediting at a point when the 
rest of the job is being performed on a five-day, single-shift workweek with 
a minimum of expensive equipment. Or, it may become attractive to expedite 
only after many other activities have been expedited and, perhaps, the rest 
of the project is on a seven-day, three-shift workweek and many pieces of 
specialized equipment have been moved in to speed other work. The cost of 
crashing the particular activity under consideration will be quite different in 
these two situations. Yet the estimator is asked to furnish the crash costs without 
knowing the project environment under which crashing is to take place. Such 
a demand is unrealistic and the data resulting are necessarily unrealistic. By not 
requiring a complete set of data, as discussed further under the next point, and 
by permitting modifications after each expediting cycle, the procedures of this 
publication do not demand or depend on unrealistic data. 

(b) One of the major problems from a practical standpoint in applying 
existing time-cost trade-off procedures is that the amount of data required is 
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excessive. At least two time and cost estimates for each activity in the project 
have been considered a minimum requirement. This was the case with the data 
presented in figure 41 and in general is the requirement for all computer pro- 
cedures. One major advantage of the manual procedure is that a complete set 
of data is not required. The only cost-slope data needed at a specific stage of the 
procedure are data for the activities that are critical at that point. These generally 
include a small proportion of the total activities. A competent estimator can 
usually eliminate the majority of these critical activities from detailed considera- 
tion by a rapid examination and then concentrate on a more detailed analysis 
of the few remaining ones. For example, in the network of figure 40 there were 
initially only four critical activities: Activities B, D, H and L. Two of these, 
B and L, were of such a nature that the estimator could eliminate them from 
consideration at a glance. Therefore, it would be necessary to examine and 
develop data for only two activities at the beginning of the time-cost trade-off 
procedure for the previous example. When later in the procedure Activities A, 
C and G became critical, these activities would need to be considered. Again the 
estimator would probably postpone a detailed analysis of Activities G and A, 
since he could tell very quickly that Activity C would offer the best possibilities 
for expediting. The importance of requiring only a minimum of data for effective 
application of time-cost trade-offs cannot be overemphasized. It is a tremendous 
advantage in implementing these potentially powerful procedures and it is an 
inherent advantage of the manual, cycle-by-cycle method of calculation. 

(c) It was mentioned earlier in this chapter that the activity time-cost curve 
is often of the same general shape as the project time-cost curve. This is logical, 
since many activities can be expanded into networks of their own and be con- 
sidered as projects. Such a curve was shown in figure 39(b). For each activity 
with this type of curve there is a period of possible expediting at a cost slope 
considerably less than the cost slope determined by the two terminal points 
of the curve. If many activities are not expedited during the application of 
time-cost trade-off procedures because their cost slopes as determined by normal 
and crash performance appear to be excessive, many favourable opportunities 
for project cost improvement will have been overlooked. To achieve 'he greatest 
economies it is very important to base expediting decisions on the low cost- 
slope ranges of the critical activities rather than on the customary normal-crash 
cost slopes. This is seldom practical in computer procedures, since the data 
requirements for multi-segment activity time-cost curves would be prohibitive. 
As discussed under point (b), the requirements for only two time-cost points 
per activity is often a serious obstacle to practical implementation. With manual, 
cycle-by-cycle calculations, however, there is no problem in taking into con- 
sideration the low-slope initial portions of activity time-cost curves. Generally 
a much more favourable solution will result from limited expediting of a number 
of activities instead of expediting a few all the way to their crash limits. 

(à) Because of the almost infinite number of scheduling combinations the 
project time-cost co-ordinates may actually approach an almost smooth, con- 
tinuous curve, but this is not so true for activity curves. They are often a series 
of discrete points that represent a limited number of alternatives. In some cycles 
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of the development of the project time-cost curve the amount of activity- 
shortening will be determined by the network interaction limit. If from a 
practical standpoint the activity must be shortened by an amount of time greater 
than the NIL in order to achieve project-shortening equal to the NIL, the true 
cost slope will be higher than that based on the assumption of a continuous curve. 
There may prove to be more attractive solutions based on expediting sonic 
other activity or based on the performance ofthat same activity by an alternative 
method producing an amount of shortening more nearly matching the NIL. 
This alternative method might not ordinarily be considered because it appears 
to have a steeper cost slope. 

To illustrate, consider the conventional two-point activity time-cost curve 
NC of figure 57. The cost slope is apparently $50 per day. Assume that the NIL 
for shortening this activity is 2 days. Therefore, expediting to the crash limit would 
produce only two days of project-shortening if the new zero-lag sequence 
line created a new critical path that would cause this activity to become non- 
critical. However, the cost increase would be $400. The effective cost slope is 
$200 per day. Other activities may offer more economical solutions for two 
days of project-shortening. Or there may be other discrete scheduling solutions 
for this activity, such as that corresponding to Point A. Point A represents a 
method of performance which, though its cost slope is twice that of Point C, 
provides two days of project-shortening for $100 less (an effective cost slope 
of $150 per day). 

10       á*y% 

Figure 51. Effect of NIL on expediting 

If curves arc not truly continuous, cost slopes offer a rather poor criteria 
for selection of activities to be expedited. The manual, cycle-by-cycle method 
permits the programmer to calculate the NIL for a proposed change and to 
consider spedile alternatives with relation to their respective NIL's. This will 
permit more intelligent time-cost trade-off decisions. 
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TIME-COST TRADE-OFFS FOR SUBNETWORKS 

Time-cost trade-off analysis is ideally performed using the entire project 
network. Although it is possible to take advantage of the fact that only limited 
data for selected critical activities are required for application of the manual 
procedure, there are practical limitations on the size of network that can be 
analysed. The use of the dateline cut-oft subnetwork, discussed in Chapter 3, 
offers an imperfect but helpful approach to larger networks. 

This subnetwork approach is imperfect because not all of the opportunities 
for project-expediting occur within the subnetwork, and therefore some of 
them are not considered when decisions are made. It is both possible and pro- 
bable that a more economical method of expediting is offered by activities out- 
side the subnetwork, since the subnetwork represents a small portion of the 
over-all project. If there are multiple critical paths, the optimum expediting 
solution may involve the joint expediting of an activity within the subnetwork 
and another in a later portion of the project. By confining consideration only 
to the work within the period of the subnetwork, these optimum solutions 
are not obtained. 

Imperfect solutions that result in improved, more economical schedules 
are better than no solutions at all. By establishing a value per time unit (e.g., 
dollars per day, per week or per month) for earlier project completion, a target 
is available forjudging whether any proposed change will result in an improved 
schedule. If the change shortens the project at a lower cost than the amount saved 
by the earlier completion, even though it may not be the optimum improvement 
possible, it is advantageous. The chances of achieving near-optimum solutions 
are greatly increased by the ability to consider the low cost slopes of the initial 
segments of each critical activity time-cost curve. This increases the number of 
opportunities for expediting within each subnetwork and tends to reduce the 
différences between expediting opportunities within and without the subnetwork. 
It seems certain that an analysis based on a consideration of these low-slope 
segments but limited to activities within the current subnetwork will produce 
better results than an analysis based on a consideration of the entire network 
at one time but utilizing the assumption of two-point, single-slope activity 
time-cost curves. 



Chapter 5 

SINGLE-PROJECT RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

INTRODUCTION 

The execution of moft project activities requires the use of various types 
of resources. Resources may consist of classifications of labour, such as manage- 
ment personnel, professionals and workers. Each of these categories could be 
subdivided; for example, workers could be classified as carpenters, qualified 
welders, or equipment operators. Resources may also consist of types of equip- 
ment, such as power shovels, tractors, cranes or trucks. In some instances re- 
sources may be types of material, such as concrete, or structural iron and steel. 
The money required to pay for work completed might even be treated as a 
resource in the procedures to be discussed. In most developing countries the 
resources required for the performance of project activities are usually in short 
supply. Sometimes these limitations are not serious, but often the)' impose 
restrictions that need to be considered if a realistic and intelligent project schedule 
is to be developed. 

So far this publication has not dealt with resource requirements. A project 
implementation plan has been developed based only on satisfying physical 
restraints. Sequential relationships have been based on defining those activities 
that must be completed before others can be started. Activity scheduling has 
been based on these sequential relationships and routine calculations that also 
require estimates of activity durations. At no point has the question been asked, 
"Are^the resources required for the performance of this activity available»" 
and, "If the required resources are not available, what action should be taken?" 
The answers to these questions are just as important in producing a realistic 
schedule as is adherence to physical sequencing restraints. It is true that certain 
very clearly defined resource restrictions may be taken into account while de- 
veloping a project implementation plan even though these questions arc not 
formally asked. The programmer may recognize, for example, that he has only 
a single pile-driving rig available and take this into account as he sequences the 
various activities that require the use of this equipment. But most resource 
problems are more subtle ones. They may involve a substantial number of units 
of a resource as well as a number of activities requiring this type of resource 
that can be scheduled concurrently. To determine a favourable scheduling for 
these activities that will not cause resource-availability limits to be exceeded is 
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frequently a difficult task. The development of procedures for this purpose is 
desirable. 

The first step is to define the problem. The development of resource sched- 
ules for each important resource will clearly reveal the resource-allocation 
conflicts that exist. A resource schedule is a list of the units of that resource 
required during each time unit for the span of the project duration. To obtain 
resource schedules the estimator must furnish data giving the resource require- 
ments of each activity. These requirements should be based on the method of 
performance that corresponds to the estimated duration of the activity. It is 
also necessary to have a schedule for the tinung of the performance of each 
activity. A schedule based on starting each activity at its earliest start date offers 
a logical initial schedule for purposes of problem definition. Having resource 
requirements of each activity and a scheduling for each activity, the develop- 
ment of resource schedules involves a time-unit by time-unit examination of 
those activities in progress, the total of the number of units of each resource 
required during each time unit, and the entry of this total in the proper resource 
schedule. 

As a sample problem, consider the project network shown in figure 58. 
Assume that there are three resources required for the performance of this pro- 
ject; these resources are in short supply and therefore scheduling restrictions on 
project activities may arise. These resources are designated as Resources X, 
Y and Z, and the requirements for each resource by each activity are shown in 
the diagram under the node symbols. Scheduling data for this network has been 
calculated, and the results are shown in the tabulation in figure 59. Project 
duration without consideration of resource restrictions is 34 weeks. A schedule 

O 
Activity l«WI 

Activity   4urat*«i in t 

r*4wrtm*nt 

Figure 58. Sample network with resource requirements 
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Figure 59. Scheduling data for sample network' 

based on starting each activity at its earliest start time is shown in figure 60, 
and the resulting resource schedules for the three resources are developed in this 
figure. These resource schedules can be visualized more easily in the graphic 
representation shown in figure 61. The resulting schedules are not attractive 
ones owing to excessive peak requirements and to large, frequent variations 
in the requirements. This is especially true for Resource X, which has a peak 
requirement of 14 uniti, but a few weeks later the requirements drop to zero. 

Two principal problems exist with regard to resource utilization. One 
occurs when the demand for resource units exceeds the supply. Since such a 
demand cannot be satisfied, one or more of the activities responsible for the 
demand will have to be rescheduled. In other words, the peak requirements have 
to be reduced until they no longer exceed availability limits. The principal 
objective is to accomplish this in such a manner that the project duration is not 
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Figure 60. Development of resource schedules based on earliest start times 

increased or, if this is not possible, is increased by the absolute minimum. The 
second problem involves the number and magnitude of the variations in resource 
requirements. In general, these variations cost money, and the larger they are 
the more they cost. A decrease in resource requirements followed by an increase 
represents an expense. In the case of labour, it involves laying off men with 
the risk of losing them permanently and later incurring the expense of obtaining 
and retraining new men. The alternative is to retain them on the payroll without 
efficiently utilizing their time. In the case of equipment, there is the cost of 
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Figure 61. Resource schedules in chart form   early start 

moving it off the project site and then moving it back when it is needed again. 
The alternative here is to absorb the ownership or rental costs while the equip- 
ment stands idle. All these measures tend to increase costs. The ideal resource 
schedule would be represented by a curve that built up and tapered off gradually, 
was constant over its intermediate range, and never exceeded availability limits. 

GENERAL APPROACHES TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

Developing a schedule to satisfy resource restrictions can be a very complex 
problem. Even for small networks and for processing by large capacity com- 
puters, there are so many scheduling combinations possible that it is not practical 
to apply procedures that theoretically would guarantee an "optimum" solution. 
There are a number of very sophisticated resource-allocation programmes that 
require large computers and considerable running time and which, hopefully, 
provide near-optimum solutions. Many of these programmes are proprietary 
ones. The problem is complicated because of the amount of data involved, the 
probability that a considerable amount of these data will have to be updated 
as a result of the interactions that occur when activities are rescheduled, and the 
almost limitless number of possible rescheduling combinations. Therefore, it 
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is generally claimed that computer approaches to this problem are essential 
because of the magnitude of the data-handling operations required. 

Consider again the resource schedules developed in figure 60 for the sample 
network. The development of such schedules is not a new concept, nor is it 
dependent on network techniques. Such schedules can be developed from bar 
charts as long as resource requirements arc provided by the estimator. Careful 
programmers have developed resource schedules for important projects for 
many years, but it has not been a common practice. The reasons apparently 
are that a great deal of data must be furnished and much time and effort expended. 
These are not particularly good reasons for not developing resource schedules, 
since the time and effort are generally profitably spent. But the fact remains 
that project management often chooses to proceed quite blindly with respect 
to resource problems because of the trouble involved in developing even a 
single set of resource schedules. 

If the initial resource schedules were developed and if scheduling changes 
were subsequently proposed, each such change might require extensive mo- 
difications. If a critical activity were rescheduled or if a non-critical activity 
were rescheduled in its interfering float range, other activities would also have 
to be rescheduled. These activities may involve a number of different resources. 
The original change that was aimed at a specific improvement in one portion 
of one resource schedule may produce many changes in other portions of that 
resource schedule as well as changes in several other resource schedules. Some 
of these changes may be unfavourable and may even nullify improvements that 
have been previously achieved by considerable effort. In view of these problems 
it seems unlikely that project schedules providing good solutions for meeting 
resource limitations can be developed successfully by a manual procedure. Yet 
the purpose of this chapter is to show that such is the case. 

The fact that most resource programming at present is accomplished by 
non-computer methods in some cases poorly but in other cases satisfactorily — 
provides evidence that such methods are practical. At one extreme there are 
very elaborate computer-oriented resource-allocation programmes, but these 
account for s very small percentage of total resource programming. At the 
other extreme there is a complete lack of advance programming, and problems 
are solved as they arise. For example, on an ordinary construction project there 
are certain units of equipment on the site and a certain number of men report 
for work each morning. If there is insufficient equipment or an insufficient 
number of men to perform all the work that is ready to be done, some work 
must be postponed. Choosing what to postpone is often left to the craft fore- 
man, and decisions are based on his judgement and intuition rather than on 
any precise knowledge of criticality and float times for activities. If there is more 
equipment or a larger number of men than needed, it is the foreman who decides 
which equipment to use or, in the case of the men, whether to lay them off. 
No matter how crude this process may be, it constitutes a resource-allocation 
technique. 

Both extremes of practice have certain advantages and disadvantages. The 
computer can handle the large amount of data and computational steps that are 
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routinely required and can apply mathematical procedures that are completely 
prohibitive in manual processing. On the other hand, it can only consider 
implementation programming and scheduling modifications that it has been 
programmed to perform and for which it has been supplied data. It is impossible, 
in practice, to programme a computer to consider all alternatives that might 
be possible and desirable in specific situations or to furnish it with all the data 
that it might possibly make use of. Another disadvantage in some locations is 
that resource-allocation programmes require very large capacity computers that 
are not always readily available. 

The disadvantages of the other extreme of practice are that decisions are 
made at the last moment, when the opportunity for favourable solutions may 
already have been lost; they arc made without benefit of data that could be 
helpful; and they are often made by a level of management that may not be 
the best qualified to make them. One advantage of a lack of advance planning 
is that decision-making does not require computer equipment that is not available. 
However, regardless of the availability of computer facilities, an even greater 
advantage is that the exercise of judgement is permitted. There are many possible 
ways to resolve resource conflicts. One is to reschedule activities. This is the 
principal, and often the only, basis for most formal procedures. Other measures, 
however, can be just as effective. Activities can be «planned to change their 
resource requirements. When an estimator is required to furnish resource data, 
he must provide a list of resource requirements in specific numbers. Generally 
he can alter these requirements or even eliminate them by adopting a different 
method of performance. Sometimes activities can be interrupted temporarily 
or resource units can be borrowed from other activities without completely 
interrupting them. Sometimes resource units can be shared by concurrent 
activities. The clever foreman who is faced with a shortage of resource units 
will often consider all these alternatives and a few more. He has an ability that 
cannot be programmed into a computer and that allows him to obtain acceptable 
results even though, on analysis, the method appears crude. 

This chapter proposes a middle course of action. It is assumed that computer 
facilities are not available and therefore a manual procedure is required. This 
manual procedure should take advantage of basic network scheduling data and 
the application of network mechanics as far as possible. Such an approach can- 
not be as simple as pushing a button and awaiting a printout of a solution; it 
requires a considerable amount of experimentation, calculation, and analysis. 
When a prolonged effort is to be expended in the implementation and manage- 
ment of an important project of long duration, this effort i justified. When it 
is necessary to programme many projects of very short duration, only computer 
processing can provide practical solutions to resource-allocation problems. This 
publication, however, is concerned with single projects or programmes involving 
a limited number of projects that extend for months or years. Project manage- 
ment, therefore, can afford to take the time required by the procedures this 
publication proposes. Procedures for three cases, each of increasing complexity, 
are presented below. 

6* 
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MANUAL RESOURCE-ALLOCATION PROCEDURES   PREPARATORY STEPS 

An initial step for these procedures is to develop resource schedules tor one 
specific project schedule which, except for resource requirements, would be 
a feasible one. This step is not essential in the procedure outlined for Case II 
below, but it is helpful there also. The simplest schedule is that based on the 
earliest start times of each activity, as shown in figure 60. In the procedures 
presented here activities are rescheduled, or other changes are made that may 
require rescheduling of activities, in an attempt to eliminate unacceptable re- 
source requirements and improve resource schedules. As a result, total require- 
ments for each time unit arc frequently changed. 

If the mechanics of physically making changes in the data tabulations arc 
simplified,the possibilities for improving schedules will be expanded. A method 
for accomplishing this is to use a worksheet consisting of a large piece of cross- 
section paper mounted on sheet metal. A time scale is shown horizontally across 
the sheet, with each column ofthe grid representing one time period in the time 
units chosen. Each activity is represented by a bar cut from a strip of magnetic 
plastic. Such plastic is inexpensive and comes in rolls of stripping, in widths 
as narrow as one quarter of an inch; it may be painted with enamel paint. A wax 
pencil or a pen using water-soluble ink is used to mark resource requirements 
on each activity bar. These entries should be positioned to match the horizontal 
scale of the grid sheet so tha; a single entry will appear in each time-unit column 
over the time span of the activity. It is not essential to cut the plastic bars to 
match the duration of the activity. A module, such as five time units, is chosen 
and all bars cut the same length from the roMs of stripping material. The bar 
for any activity is made by placing these basic modules end to end and leaving 
any extra <pace on the final length blank. It is also helpful, if the number of 
different types of resources to be analysed is not too great, to use a different 
colour bar for each resource. The magnetic strip material can be painted in at 
least six to eight different pastel shades. This will permit simple marking with 
pencil or pen and will enable the origins of the various resource requirements 
to be easily seen. If an activity requires more than one resource, a different colour 
bar for each resource is placed one above another to form a composite bar for 
the span of the activity. This group of bars is moved as a unit when rescheduling 
of the activity is performed. Strips of magnetic plastic are mounted across the 
bottom of the worksheet to receive entries of the totals for each time period. 
If colours arc used to represent different resources, one strip of each colour 
spanning the entire project duration is used for the totals. Entries are made 
in a manner similar to those for the activity bars, i.e., with grease pencil or 
water-soluble ink. As activities are rescheduled these entries can be easily changed 
by carefully wiping out the previous figure and entering the new total. This 
arrangement permits making changes in a more practical manner than by making 
entries directly on the cross-section paper with subsequent extensive erasing. 

An additional refinement to the above procedute to allow experimentation 
with changes that involve shifting several activities is possible. Sometimes a 
decision concerning the desirability of a proposed change cannot be reached until 
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rather extensive changes have been made. In this case an extra blank strip for 
each resource is placed across the bottom of the worksheet adjacent to the strip 
on which totals per time unit are entered. The bars for each activity involved 
in the proposed change are left in their original position and merely turned over 
to eliminate them temporarily from consideration. New bars are placed in the 
new proposed positions (pieces of magnetic strip can be laid on top of portions 
ot the turned-over strips, so extra vertical space need not be provided). The 
new totals are entered on the extra blank strips at the bottom of the worksheet 
after the proposed change has been completely processed and all affected activities 
have been scheduled in their new positions. These figures can then be compared 
with the previous totals, which have not been destroyed, and are directly above 
them. If the change does not prove desirable, the new data are removed and the 
turned-over bars restored to their former positions. If the change proves to be 
an improvement, the turned-over bars are removed, the entries on the original 
totalling strips on the bottom of the worksheet changed to match those on the 
spare strips, and the spare strips blanked out for reuse. 

Case I—Litnited resource restrictions 

Sometimes the resource restrictions are not severe and the elimination of 
major peak requirements can be achieved by a relatively simple shifting of 
activities, mostly within free float ranges. This shifting can be accomplished 
by moving the magnetic bars representing the activities to a new position and 
changing the totals affected at the bottom of the worksheet. If an activity is shifted 
within its free float range, there are no chain effects, so no other activities need 
be shifted. This is the simplest possible type of change and yet can be quite 
effective in many situations. Of course activities can also be shifted in their 
interfering float ranges if the affected activities are also shifted and all necessary 
totals corrected. If the chains of affected activities are short ones, not much 
effort is required, and such changes may also be practical to process. Critical 
activities can also be shifted and other activities shifted beyond their float limits 
if the improvement produced is worth extending project duration. However, 
unless such changes occur near the end of the network diagram, there are likely 
to be many activities affected and a large amount of data modification required. 
Therefore, scheduling changes for solving resource problems by procedures for 
Case I are limited primarily to changes involving the use of free float time and 
changes that do not require an excessive amount of activity-shifting. 

Figure 62 shows a rescheduling of the activities of the project network of 
figure 58. Only activities with free float have been rescheduled from their 
earliest start times, and rescheduling has been limited to the float ranges. The 
vertical lines opposite each activity indicate the possible time span for re- 
scheduling by marking the earliest start time and the end of the activity's free 
float time. In this rescheduling, project duration has not been changed, of course, 
and no activities have been interrupted or replanned to change resource require- 
ments. The improvement, nevertheless, is impressive. The maximum require- 
ment for Resource X has been lowered from 14 units to 6 units. Those for Re- 
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sources Y and Z have been reduced respectively from 8 to 6 and from 4 to 2. 
The six-unit requirement for Resource Y could easily be reduced further to 4 
units by extending project duration by one week as is apparent from a quick 
examination of the worksheet. The continuity of the use of resources has also 
been improved. Once Resource X is required, it is used continuously, in varying 
amounts, until it is no longer needed. Resource Z builds up to its maximum, 
which then remains constant except for a single four-week break, as compared 
to two breaks and a less uniform requirement in the initial schedule. The schedule 
of figure 62 is definitely an improvement over the schedule of figure 60 from a 
resource standpoint, and yet the schedule modifications were very simple to 
make. 

It is not necessary or desirable to develop strict rules or a definite procedure 
for rescheduling of this type, since the previously suggested trial and error 
juggling of data on magnetic strips can be accomplished so easily. Whether 
the best possible answer is obtained depends on the skill and imagination and 
luck of the person in charge, but usually an initial schedule can be considerably 
improved. If the programmer considers measures such as replanning activity 
performance, borrowing resources temporarily from concurrent activities, 
varying resource use during the performance of an activity, interrupting ac- 
tivities, sharing resources between activities, and a host of other possibilities, 
he can probably greatly improve the original schedule. For example, in the 
schedule shown in figure 62 it might be possible to rcplan Activity J for per- 
formance in 3 weeks using 4 units of Resource X per week. This would increase 
the resource-weeks of effort from 10 (5x2) to 12 (4x3) to allow for some in- 
efficiency in the alternative method. But it would improve the resource require- 
ments for the period from the seventeenth through the twenty-first week to 
give a 4—4—4—4—4 schedule instead of a 6—6 -2—2—2 schedule. Such changes 
can be made frequently if the need for doing so is brought to the attention of 
the programmer and if he is familiar with the method of performance of the 
work involved. 

Case II—Different resowu restrictions 

Satisfying resource restrictions is sometimes more difficult than in the 
previous example. Rescheduling activities within their free float ranges may 
not accomplish the necessary reductions. Other rescheduling often involves 
shifting several activities, and if many changes are necessary an experimental, 
trial-and-error procedure is not very practical. Since making changes that in- 
volve several activities is difficult with a manual procedure and imposes practical 
limitations on the number of scheduling improvements that may be attempted, 
the problem of improving project schedules that are unacceptable and that are 
subject to severe resource restrictions arises. A method of approach different 
from that of Case I is called for. Instead of starting with an initial schedule and 
attempting to reschedule activities within it, the programmer starts at the be- 
ginning of the project network and gradually builds an acceptable project schedule 
activity by activity. Rescheduling of activities is confined, at any moment, to 
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Figure 62. Rescheduling within free float ranges 

the activity then being scheduled and possibly to a very limited number of 
activities that are in conflict with it for available resource units. In this procedure 
an activity is not scheduled for performance until resource requirements can be 
satisfied. If this requires postponing performance beyond its float period, project 
duration is extended. It is not uncommon to resort to this measure; when 
resource restrictions are severe, project completion usually must be delayed. 
The objective of the procedure becomes that of minimizing the extension of 
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project duration while satisfying all resource requirements within the limits of 
resource restrictions. 

In this procedure three principal questions must be answered : 
(a) What limits should be established for resource availabilities? 
(b) What is the basis for arranging the order of activities preparatory to 

scheduling them? 
(c) By what method should conflicts over resources be resolved? 
The question of establishing levels of resource availabilities may be con- 

sidered first. The procedure for Case I involved starting with an existing schedule 
and attempting to improve it until resource requirements are considered accept- 
able. What "acceptable" means is often somewhat flexible and may depend 
on the amount of effort required to make further improvements. In any case, 
the decision on final resource limits can be made after a certain amount of re- 
scheduling has been accomplished. In the procedure for Case II resource limits 
must be established at the very beginning of the process, before any activities 
are scheduled. One basis for establishing these limits is simply to state how many 
units of each resource are actually available. Theoretically this is a difficult figure 
to define, since there are almost always some measures possible that will pro- 
duce additional resource units if funds arc available. If a criterion of "normal 
maximum" is used, limits can be established and the development of a schedule 
can commence. Later, if undesirable delays in project completion become neces- 
sary because of insufficient resources of a specific type, this resource limit can 
be reviewed and the premium costs of extra units examined. If a decision is 
made to increase the limit beyond that which originally appeared reasonable, 
it may or may not be desirable to repeat the scheduling procedure up to that 
point. This would depend on the extent to which the project has already been 
delayed because of the resource limit that is being revised. 

The procedure for Case II does not "level" resource requirements within 
the maximum limits. The scheduling of activities is based only on satisfying 
established limits rather than on eliminating peaks and valleys in the resource- 
schedule curves. By progressively lowering the limits and repeating the pro- 
cedure, effective levelling will be accomplished. The problem with this approach 
is that each scheduling pass requires much effort, and iterative methods are not 
particularly suitable for manual processing. It is often desirable, therefore, to 
set original limits that are more severe than those based on "normal maximums" 
in order to force additional levelling and to keep resource peaks as low as practical. 
If such limits are set a good possibility should exist that they can be met without 
excessive delays in project completion. In general, the tighter the resource limits 
are, the longer the project duration will be. The extreme limit on the tight side 
would be to set limits equal to the maximum requirement of any single activity 
that uses the resource whose limit is being set. The project cannot be performed 
unless there are at least as many resource units as are required by any single 
activity. This method of establishing resource limits will be applied to the sample 
project network of figure 58. Resource limits of 4, 4, and 2 will be set for Re- 
sources X, Y, and Z respectively, since these are the maximum number of units 
required by single activities in the project. For example, Activity B requires 
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4 units of Resource X, and Activity H requires 4 units of Resource 1' and 2 units 
of Resource Z. This will offer a problem that has the tightest resource restrictions 
possible. 

Another approach is to develop the resource schedules for only the critical 
activities based on the earliest start time schedule. 1 he limits can then be set 
equal to the maximum requirements in each of these schedules. This provides 
a mathematical possibility of meeting the limits without extending project 
duration, although this possibility is remote. In the example being used, this 
approach would produce the same 4, 4 and 2 limits determined above. One other 
approach offers limits of intermediate severity and is sometimes useful. It uses 
the resource schedules that have been determined for the project schedule based 
on the earliest start times for all activities. The total number of resource units 
per time unit can be determined for each resource over the entire span of project 
duration. This total can be divided by the number of time units in the period 
in which the resource is used (including brief periods of zero use) to obtain 
average requirements. Then the average requirements can be multiplied by a 
suitable, arbitrary factor (greater than 1) to establish working resource limits. 
For example, in figure 60 there are a total of 99 resource unit-weeks required 
for Resource X over a period from the fourth to the thirty-first week. This 
is an average requirement of 99/28, or 3.25 units per week. Using a factor of 
1.5, a total of 5 resource units (3.25 x 1.5 - 4.88) would appear to be a reasonable 
limit, provided that it is at least as large as the requirement by any single activity 
and does not exceed the limit set by a normal maximum figure. In a similar 
manner limits of 5 ((108 x 1.5)/34 - 4.77) for Resource y and 2 or 3 ((40 x1.5)/ 
26 = 2.31) for Resource Z might be established. 

Once resource limits for each resource have been detcrnuned by one of the 
foregoing methods, the second problem is to establish an order for the scheduling 
of the activities. One possibility is to proceed a time-unit at a time and for 
each time-unit to consider all the activities available for scheduling. This is 
a good procedure, but it is a more tedious one to apply manually than a procedure 
that schedules on an activity-by-activity basis. If activities are to be scheduled 
in some systematic order, it seems logical to schedule those that arc more critical 
before scheduling those that can also be started at the same time but that have 
greater scheduling flexibility. Activity latest start times or latest finish times 
can furnish a basis for selecting activities according to both criticality and a 
progressive ordering from start to finish in the project network. Latest start 
times have been chosen for the procedure for Case II. This favours scheduling 
the activity with the longer duration first, since it becomes more difficult to 
schedule the longer duration activities after others have been scheduled. 

Figure 63 shows the activities listed in ascending order of latest start times. 
They may be listed in any order as long as they are scheduled in the order ac- 
cording to their latest start times. Extension of project duration will not affect 
this order as long as scheduling progresses in the order established by the original 
latest start times. Although latest start times change when project completion 
is changed, all activities yet to be scheduled will have their latest start times 
shifted by the same amount; hence, the order is not affected. As activities are 
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about to be scheduled, it is helpful to mark their possible scheduling range on 
the worksheet. The initial limit is determined by the completion times of the 
preceding activities that have already been scheduled. The final limit is determined 
by the updated latest finish time, which is equal to the original latest finish time 
plus the delay in project completion that has been incurred up to that point. 
These date limits have been marked on figure 63 just prior to the scheduling 
of the corresponding activity (note the pairs of vertical lines opposite each 
activity). The activity is then scheduled at the earliest date at which its resource 
requirements will not cause the totals at the bottom of the sheet to exceed the 
resource limits that have been previously set. If an opportunity for better resource 
scheduling or avoidance of a delay in project completion can be achieved by 
interrupting an activity, the programmer should investigate the method of 
activity performance to judge whether this is possible. If in order to schedule 
the activity it is necessary to complete it at a date later than its latest finish time, 
the delay in project completion is noted in column 3 of the worksheet as shown 
in figure 63. This allows updating of the latest finish times of subsequent activities 
and also allows later analysis of the reasons for the final resulting increase in pro- 
ject duration. This analysis may lead to decisions to change resource limits and 
repeat the procedure. 

The final problem in the procedure for Case II is that of resolving resource 
conflicts. When an activity cannot be scheduled at its earliest start time because 
of lack of available resource units, it can be postponed. As long as it has float 
time this is net a serious matter; but when it must be scheduled to finish after 
its latest finish time, project duration is affected and a more serious problem 
has arisen. The simplest procedure would be to schedule each activity in order 
at the earliest date possible regardless of when this occurs and proceed to the 
next activity. This procedure will furnish a final schedule that meets all resource 
restrictions and with a minimum of effort. But a study of alternative methods 
of resolving resource conflicts as they arise, if they do involve the project com- 
pletion date, can produce a more efficient schedule. Some of the activities already 
scheduled that require the same resource may be rescheduled instead of the 
activity under current consideration. If this will lead to less delay in project 
completion, it is a better solution; other alternatives may also be considered. 

It would be possible to establish a formal set of rules for considering the 
activities in conflict for the scarce resources and determining which should be 
rescheduled and how. This would result in a mechanical procedure that could 
also serve as the basis for a computer programme. The major advantage of a 
manual procedure is that it offers the possibility of utilizing the full scope of 
the programmer's judgement, a possibility that cannot be programmed into a 
computer. So a formal procedure will not be presented here for resolving re- 
source conflicts. An examination of the data may suggest rescheduling one 
or more activities previously scheduled rather than postponing the activity 
currently being scheduled. It may suggest interrupting and rescheduling a portion 
of an activity, or it may suggest replanning certain activities to change their 
resource requirements (and probably their durations). Sometimes it may be 
possible for the current activity to borrow resource units temporarily, and hence 
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Figure 63. Rescheduling to meet resource restrictions 

non-uniform resource requirements over the duration of certain activities can 
be considered. Sometimes an on-the-spot decision can be reached to change the 
resource limits; there are many possibilities. If no better alternative can be found 
than scheduling the current activity at the earliest date that will satisfy resource 
restrictions, then this can always be done. It is true that this procedure for Case II 
is not mathematically satisfactory, since it is not based on a definite set of rules. 
But from a practical standpoint a skillful programmer may often be able to 
obtain better results than those provided by the most elaborate resource-allocation 
computer programmes. 
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In the example shown in figure 63, when scheduling has progressed to a 
consideration of Activity F it is found that the earliest that Activity F can be 
scheduled is the twenty-fourth week, three weeks later than its latest finish 
date. An examination of the schedule already developed indicates that by re- 
scheduling Activities L and /, which had previously been scheduled to start on 
the nineteenth week, one week later, Activity F can be scheduled on the nine- 
teenth week. The net result is to delay project completion by one week instead 
of three. Later scheduling conflicts involving Activities 0 and P cannot be 
resolved by means other than scheduling those activities at the earliest available 
date permitted by resource limits. The final project duration required to satisfy 
resource restraints is 38 weeks. If all activities had been scheduled at the earliest 
date at which resource units were available (Activity F is the only one in this 
example that was not), the project duration would have been 39 weeks. Figure 64 
shows in graphic form the results obtained by the procedure for Case II that were 
presented in figure 63. Minor improvements can still be achieved if desired. For 
example, the discontinuity in use of Resource Z on the thirty-third week could 
be eliminated by scheduling Activity O a week later. A comparison of figures 61 
and 64 indicates the improvements that have been achieved. 
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Case IH—ftojects of long duration 

Projects of long duration require more effort for resource-allocation sched- 
uling principally because of the many time units involved and the many entries 
to be made and updated. Very detailed resource programming for that portion 
of a project to be performed in the distant future is of questionable value. Such 
programming will undoubtedly have to be repeated because o( changes in the 
performance of the earlier portion of the project. A combination of the pro- 
cedures for Case I and Case II together with the use of subnetworks created by 
the dateline cut-off method discussed in Chapter 3 offers a means of resource 
programming for projects of long duration. 

Initially the resource requirements of the entire project should be analysed 
to locate major problems and to determine measures for meeting them. Only 
those resources should be considered that are expected to offer definite limita- 
tions either because they arc scarce or expensive or because the project activities 
make extensive use of them in relation to their levels of availability. For these 
activities it is generally worth while to develop resource schedules based on 
earliest start times. An added short cut that can often be used effectively is to 
base the resource schedules on a larger time unit, for example, weeks instead 
of days, months instead of weeks, or two or more months instead of one month. 
This preliminary study will help to establish reasonable resource limits to use 
in the more detailed scheduling procedures that follow, and it may also indicate 
the need for some immediate reprogramming of the project to eliminate major 
resource problems. If such reprogramming is necessary it should be done at 
this time, since it will probably extend project duration. If a reasonably valid 
project completion date can be determined in the preliminary analysis, sub- 
sequent effort to maintain in the detailed analysis a project duration that will 
eventually prove to be completely unrealistic will be avoided. 

After the initial analysis has been comoleted, detailed schedule develop- 
ment using the procedure for Case II can be performed on subnetworks that 
cover a limited time period in the immediate future. In these studies additional 
resources can be considered because subnetworks can accommodate the additional 
da.a to be handled. A shorter time unit may be used as the basis for developing 
the schedule. When advantageous, the network activities can be further sub- 
divided to expand the project plan in more detail. The effects on project com- 
pletion of rescheduling any activity will be known by the amounts by which 
updated activity latest finish times must be exceeded. The effects on the pre- 
liminary resource schedules for the period ahead of the current subnetwork 
will not be known until subnetwork development has progressed to the period 
of interest. If extensive changes are made during the programming of subnetworks 
and there is reason for concern about major effects on the over-all project schedule, 
the procedures for this over-all study may be repeated. The major effort once 
subnetwork programming is commenced is confined to very detailed program- 
ming for a limited period ahead. This type of programming is practical and 
profitable with this subnetwork approach, but this would not be true if it had 
to be accomplished using the entire project network. 
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The procedures outlined in this chapter should permit effective resource 
allocation for any major project of extended duration even though these pro- 
cedures have been restricted to non-computer methods capable of being applied 
at the project management level. 



Chapter 6 

MULTI-PROJECT RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

THE MULTI-PROJECT PROBLEM 

An industrial development programme may involve more than one project, 
and these projects may be in progress at the same time. Because resource limita- 
tions can affect the scheduling of activities in these projects, resource-allocation 
techniques should be applied. Where each project draws its resources from its 
own resource pools, the single-project resource-allocation procedures of Chapter 5 
can be applied. If the projects draw their resources from a common pool, a co- 
ordinated effort is necessary to resolve conflicts for scarce resources in a manner 
that benefits the over-ail programme. A procedure for multi-project resource 
allocation is in this case desirable. 

The multi-project resource-allocation problem is basically the same as the 
single-project problem, since project networks can be treated as subnetworks 
and combined into a single master network for the entire programme. The 
resulting problem is more complex if only because of its much larger size. How- 
ever, there are other factors that add to its complexity. A principal one is that 
the different projects generally have different priorities. It may be much more 
serious to the effective implementation of the over-all programme to delay 
one project rather than another. Priorities must be taken into account if there 
are valid reasons for having them. 

Another factor that is sometimes involved is that of mobility of resources 
between projects. There may be complete interproject mobility of resource 
units without problems, or each move of resource units from one project to 
another may represent considerable effort, time and expense. Which situation 
exists will usually depend on the relative geographical location of the projects 
and the degree of mobility of the resource itself. For example, one extreme 
occurs when multi-project resource-allocation techniques are applied to the 
scheduling of the engineering and pre-construction phases of several projects 
within a programme. The resources may consist of various classifications of 
professional and skilled personnel, often employed under the same roof. In this 
case there is complete mobility of the resource units. A shift to a new project 
may only involve exchanging one set of plans for the next set. The other extreme, 
however, may arise in the construction phase of the same projects if the projects 
are situated at widely separated locations and each may require certain types 
of heavy equipment that are in very short supply. Moving units of equipment 
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from site to site involves a major expense as well as time, and this must be con- 
sidered in scheduling the activities of the projects that require these moves. 

There are many other ways in which multi-project resource allocation 
can reach still higher levels of complexity. Some project resources may be drawn 
front common resource pools of the over-all programme while others come 
from pools available to a single project. Even more complicated combinations 
arise where projects within a programme share pools for certain resources with 
some other projects and share different pools with others. Similarly, certain 
resources may have interproject mobility with respect to some projects but not 
with respect to others. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to suggest modifications of the single-project 
resource-allocation procedures of Chapter 5 that will cover these additional 
complexities. It is beyond the scope of this publication to develop detailed 
procedures for the multi-project case or to present a detailed treatment of its 
problems. 

PROCEDURE FOR MULTI-PROJFCT RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

The projects in a programme that draw resources from a common pool 
should be considered jointly to determine the most favourable resource allo- 
cations for the entire programme. The basic scheduling data for each project 
(earliest and latest start and finish times) can be computed separately. If not 
all the projects are to begin at the same time, the starting times of their initial 
activities should each be related to the over-all programme time schedule. For 
example, if Project A is to start 90 days after the beginning of the first project 
in the programme, the earliest stai t time of its initial activity should be set equal 
to 91 before the forward-pass calculations are begun. 

If the projects have different priorities in the opinion of the programme 
management, these priorities should be expressed in a quantitative manner, 
even though it is not always simple, nor perhaps diplomatic, to do so. There 
will be conflicts for available resources, which must be resolved, otherwise 
a resource-allocation analysis would not be needed. Resolving conflicts will 
often require extending the duration of at least some projects; the higher the 
priority of a project, the less desirable it is to extend its duration. One logical 
basis for expressing priorities is to determine the costs incurred per time unit 
of added project duration. The resulting figure is the same as that used in the 
time-cost trade-off procedure of Chapter 4 to determine when the most fa- 
vourable schedule has been achieved. It is equal to the indirect costs for project 
performance during the time range following its earliest possible completion 
and also includes those costs representing lost income or extra expense as a 
result of not placing the completed project in operation. If such figures can be 
determined, they give an ideal quantitative basis for project priorities and can 
be used directly. A less precise alternative is to assign priorities arbitrarily on the 
basis of the judgement of the programme management. 
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The basic procedures of Chapter 5 can now be applied. Assuming that the 
resource restrictions are sufficiently severe to require the procedure for Case II 
modifications of this procedure will be discussed in further detail. Resource- 
availability limits must be initially set and can be determined by one of the 
methods suggested in Chapter 5; then activities should be ordered in latest 
start sequence. Because of the large number of activities, there are advantages 
in listing the activity data on cards and using one card for each activity instead 
of listing the activity labels on the worksheet, as proposed in Chapter 5. Since 
it is generally not possible to assign one row on the grid of the worksheet to 
each activity, a band of rows should be assigned to each project. The magnetic 
bars that carry the activity resource data may also include the activity label- 
then non-concurrent activities in the same project can be placed in the sam¿ 
grid row. The band of vertical space required for each project need only be 
large enough to contain the maximum number of activities that can be per- 
formed concurrently. Hence, this is a space-saving measure. 

Another reason for listing activities on cards is that the order of activities 
will change during the scheduling procedure. If the completion time of one 
project is extended, the latest start times for activities in that project arc all 
increased by an amount equal to the increase in project duration (though the 
latest start times of activities in other projects are unaffected). Since latest start 
times are the basis for ordering the activities for scheduling, reordering is neces- 
sary. With the activities placed on cards this reordering is simple. The original 
latest start time of each activity is listed in the upper corner of its card, and the 
cards are arranged in order based on these figures; scheduling of activities com- 
mences with the activity on the first card. When a change in project duration 
becomes necessary in order to resolve resource conflicts, the magnitude of the 
change is listed in an assigned column of the worksheet in the horizontal band 
of that project in a manner similar to the listing of delays in figure 63. As each 
card is examined preparatory to scheduling its activity, the total delay of its 
project is noted from the worksheet. The latest start time on the card is updated 
if necessary, and the card is reordered according to its updated latest start time. 
If the card needs to be reordered it will not be scheduled at that time; the next 
card will be examined and the process continued. 

When resource conflicts do occur during the scheduling process, their 
solution is complicated by project priorities. If there are no priorities and the 
only objective is to complete the over-all programme in the least possible time, 
then all projects can be combined into a single network. They can be tied to- 
gether at the beginning by an event node representing programme commence- 
ment and at the end by an event node representing programme completion. 
The problem is reduced to one of single-project resource allocation (although 
the network may be quite large) with the exception that some attention may 
need to be given to interproject mobility in shifting resource units. In most 
cases priorities for completion of the individual projects within the programme 
do exist and need to be considered. 

As each activity is scheduled, its magnetic strips are placed on the grid 
sheet.  It is helpful to enter the activity label on the upper left corner of the 
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bar assembly and its latest finish time in the upper right corner. Latest finish 
time is preferable to latest start time for this purpose, since the activity may 
be interrupted during the scheduling process. This figure will show when the 
project is being extended in duration and, during the scheduling of other activities, 
will permit a rapid determination of the float time of any previously scheduled 
activity. The original latest finish time value should be used. It can be quickly 
updated by glancing at the column in which project delays are tabulated and 
adding the amount of any delay already incurred by its project. The float time 
of an activity can be determined easily by subtracting the date on which the 
activity is scheduled for completion (the time unit of the column in which 
the activity bar terminates) from its updated latest finish time. As activities arc 
scheduled the initial attempt is made to start them immediately after the latest 
of their preceding activities have been completed. The identity of the preceding 
activities can be found by referring to the appropriate network diagram. It is 
also helpful to have each activity's preceding activities listed on its card. The 
bars of the preceding activities are observed on the worksheet to determine the 
earliest possible start date for the activity being scheduled. 

Owing to resource limitations, it may not be possible to schedule an activity 
at the earliest date following completion of its preceding activities. In this cir- 
cumstance either postponement of this activity, rescheduling of other activities, 
or some other measure is required. The entire group of concurrent activities 
requiring the limiting resource, including activities previously scheduled and 
the activity currently being scheduled, are considered together. The first objective 
is to try to confine any rescheduling to float ranges if possible. The second 
objective is to observe priorities if there are alternative solutions, rescheduling 
those activities with as low a priority as possible. Ideally, activities should be 
rescheduled in their free .float ranges, but it is usually not practical to provide 
the data necessary to allow differentiation between free and interfering floats 
during the progress of these frequent investigations. 

If the above rescheduling cannot be accomplished within float ranges, then 
activity rescheduling will cause project delays. The least unfavourable solution 
should be sought on project priorities and the amount of delays necessary. If 
equal amounts of delays in different projects are produced by alternative solutions, 
the solution delaying the project with the lowest priority should be selected. 
If unequal amounts of delay are involved, the delays should be weighted by 
use of the priority values in arriving at the solution. For example, suppose that 
Project A has a priority of 500 (based on a cost of $500 per day if it is delayed) 
and Project B has a priority of 300. Suppose further that in order to resolve a 
resource conflict Project A would have to be delayed one day or Project B could 
be delayed two days. In this case it would appear more desirable to extend the 
duration of the higher priority project, since 500x1 is less than 300x2. Once 
the least unfavourable solution involving rescheduling that causes project delays 
has been determined, alternatives involving other measures should be considered. 
These might, for example, require reprogramming of activities to change their 
resource requirements or they might be decisions to alter resource availability 
levels. The best solution that can be developed is finally applied, and then the 
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next activity in order is considered; the scheduling process continues in this 
manner. 

The matter of interproject mobility of resource units should also be con- 
sidered during the scheduling process, but formal rules are difficult to outline. 
If there are costs associated with interproject shifting of resources, then these 
costs should be determined in order to assist in scheduling decisions. In general, 
if resource units will be required again on a particular project, an alternative to 
shifting them to another project is to retain them where they are until they 
can be used again. This may cause delays in other projects. If so, it becomes a 
matter of whether the savings realized by not transferring the equipment to 
and from the other project is greater than the cost of the delays caused. A difficulty 
in reaching decisions on this matter is that it is not practical to look very far 
ahead, since the scheduling of future activities has not been determined at the 
time that a transfer of resource units is first considered. The most effective ap- 
proach is probably that of viewing the problem in retrospect. If an activity 
requires resource units ths.t were previously on that project but transferred to 
other projects, it may be possible to reconsider and revise the scheduling that 
has already been performed. As long as the time period to be reanalysed does 
not extend very far back, it is often possible to develop an alternative scheduling 
that will profitably eliminate certain resource transfers without resulting in 
excessive rescheduling effort. 

As scheduling progresses and project delays become necessary, these delay 
amounts are listed on the worksheet as already described. In addition it is ad- 
visable to keep a record of the specific activities and resources that were responsible 
for each delay. This will permit a more intelligent analysis of the final results 
and furnish better insight in determining whether certain resource levels should 
be increased or whether certain portions of the programme should be repro- 
grammed. 

DISCUSSION OF A SAMPLE PROBLEM 

A two-day workshop on "Multi-project Scheduling for Highway Pro- 
grammes" sponsored by the Automotive Safety Foundation was held in Wash- 
ington, D.C., in December 1963. The programme was devoted primarily to a 
discussion of methods for multi-project resource allocation and, in particular, 
to two of the most sophisticated computer programmes available (both are 
proprietary programmes of private organizations) for this purpose. A sample 
problem was presented by a representative of the conference sponsor (Auto- 
motive Safety Foundation, 1963). It involved a programme consisting of twelve 
projects that could be performed concurrently, each of which used six different 
resources drawn from a common pool. The resources consisted of 32 men in 
professional and semi-professional classifications associated with the pre-con- 
struction engineering effort for the twelve projects. The classifications included 
planning, traffic engineering, surveying, and highway design, and the projects 
were typical highway projects. Each of the twelve projects had a different 
priority. There was complete interproject mobility of resources. The resource 
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restrictions were relatively tight, with limits of 2 units for two resources, 3 units 
for another, and 4 units for anotki. The result was that programme duration 
had to be extended considerably with relation to the duration of the longest 
project in the programme, wluch was 48 days. This problem was submitted for 
solution by each of the two computer programmes mentioned, and the results 
were compared and analysed. One of the two programmes was able to schedule 
the over-all programme in 96 days and did so without interrupting any activities. 
The other programme succeeded in scheduling the over-all programme in 88 days 
and interrupted 9 activities. 

The techniques proposed in this chapter were tested on this same sample 
problem. On the one hand, the scheduling by the manual procedure required 
a full day's work. Probably the computer produced its solution in a matter 
of minutes once the data were prepared and submitted to it. On the other hand, 
the results of the manual procedure were better, and the effort appeared well 
worth while. The programme was scheduled in 88 days without an interruption 
in any activities; thus, the best results of the two computer programmes were 
combined. Of greater importance, the priority requirements of the twelve 
projects were much more fully satisfied, and the three top priority projects 
were not delayed at all. In one computer programme the top priority project 
was delayed seven days; and the second priority project was delayed seven and 
nine days, respectively, by the two computer programmes. In five of the twelve 
projects the manual method met priority requirements better than either pro- 
gramme; in two other: it was better than one and as good as the other; in one 
it was the same as both; and in no case did it do as poorly as one of the two 
programmes. The most important advantage of the manual solution was that 
the person who performed the work gained a clear understanding of the problem 
and the reason for the project delays. He probably could make much more 
intelligent suggestions for improving programme scheduling with respect to 
resource requirements than the person who could only study the final output 
of the computer programmes. In practice, some of these proposed changes 
would probably have been made in the early stages of schedule development. 
Actually the manual procedure in this case was applied with unrealistic handi- 
caps in order to compare its results with the other solutions. The only changes 
permitted were rescheduling ones. Had a person with a knowledge of the work 
to be performed been allowed to reprogramme certain activities or consider 
any of the many other measures available besides simply rescheduling activities, 
it is quite certain that the schedule could have been improved much further. 

A fair question is whether a day's effort or several days' efforts are justified 
to develop a schedule for any given programme. If computer capability does 
not exist, the alternative appears to be the omission of advance programming 
and the facing of problems as they arise. If this is the choice and if the programme 
is one of importance, the benefits obtained by advance programming ought to 
justify the effort required. If computer capability docs exist, it is still probable 
that a manual analysis will be worth while for a programme of importance. 
Both methods of attack could be used and, indeed, would prove useful in sup- 
plementing one another. 
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A programme involving industrial development is often of importance to 
the national economy, will involve considerable expense and effort over a long 
period ot time, and will require the commitment of scarce resources that could 
be used for other worth-while purposes. Such programmes justify hard work 
in programming both prior to their commencement and throughout their 
implementation. If any method has a good probability of producing good 
results even though it requires the expenditure of much time by a key member 
of the programme management, the method should be applied. A scheduling 
procedure permitting the maximum degree of judgement control while utilizing 
network information and mechanics would appear to be such a method. 



Chapter 7 

COMBINING TIME-COST TRADE-OFFS AND 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

FEASIBILITY OF INDEPENDENT APPLICATIONS 

Procedures for the application of time-cost trade-offs have been presented 
in Chapter 4 and for resource allocation in Chapters 5 and 6. These topics have 
been treated independently. This is the general approach followed in other 
treatments of these topics, and it implies that these are independent techniques 
and can be applied separately. Is this true in a practical sense? 

It would seem more feasible to apply resource-allocation analysis inde- 
pendently than to apply time-cost trade-offs separately. Actually, most resource- 
allocation applications involve certain time-cost trade-off decisions, at least 
in the broad sense. Resource-availability limits must be established. Unless these 
limits are determined by absolute maximums, which is almost impossible, they 
involve a type of time-cost trade-off. The decision to use a particular limit is 
a compromise between the cost of providing additional resource units and the 
degree of restriction that is placea on the scheduling of activities requiring that 
resource. The latter is almost invariably reflected in project time requirements. 
Following establishment of resource limits, activities are scheduled to meet 
them. As long as this scheduling is confined to float ranges, project duration is 
not affected, but most of the other alternatives involve some form of time-cost 
trade-off. 

If project duration is extended because of scheduling of activities beyond 
their float ranges, this is a time-cost decision. Project duration has been incrcved 
to avoid the expense of increasing certain resource levels. Or conversely, if 
resource levels are increased during resource-allocation procedures, this is a 
decision that involves expense but either shortens the project duration or prevents 
it from being increased. If activities are replanned to change their resource 
requirements and duration, a cost is usually involved. The purpose of this is 
generally to influence project duration, so a time-cost trade-off is involved. In 
Chapter 4, time-cost trade-offs involved changes in the method of performace 
of activities that affected their time and cost requirements and were applied in 
a rather formal manner to produce changes in project duration. It is fair to 
state that resource-allocation procedures can be applied independently of time- 
cost trade-offs of this nature. If a broader definition is applied to time-cost trade- 
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offs to include any measures that balance costs against changes in project dura- 
tion, such as changes in resource-availability levels or in resource requirements 
of activities, then resource-allocation procedures would be difficult to apply 
independently of time-cost trade-offs. 

Can time-cost trade-off methods be applied without resource-allocation 
analysis? This can be done, but in much the same way that an ostrich, according 
to popular belief, hides its head in the sand to avoid danger. A programmer 
can allow himself to be blind to existing conditions and take actions that seem 
to offer a good solution but actually are very ineffective. Unless resource avail- 
abilities are higher than any maximum requirements that might occur and 
there are no expenses related to the variations in resource requirements with 
respect to time, time-cost trade-offs cannot be realistically accomplished without 
consideration of resource requirements. Any time-cost trade-off must of necessity 
affect the duration of one or more activities. Whether resource requirements of 
those activities are changed or not, the duration change will produce changes 
in resource schedules. Practically any change in resource schedules must affect 
costs. Changes in costs should be considered in establishing the cost slope on 
which the time-cost trade-off is based. If they are not considered, the basic data 
will be invalid and may lead to faulty conclusions. Some changes that would 
be made may actually be impossible for lack of available resources. Hence, 
time-cost trade-offs should not be applied independently of resource-allocation 
analysis. 

JOINT APPLICATION 

Pvegardless of whether resource-allocation and time-cost trade-off proce- 
dures can or cannot be applied independently, the use of both is desirable to pro- 
duce a good project implementation plan and schedule. For example, a knowl- 
edge of resource schedules is not only advisable in determining valid time-cost 
trade-offs, but it opens up a whole new area of possibilities for additional fa- 
vourable trade-offs. The knowledge of the existence of idle resources at specific 
times permits changes to be proposed that utilize these idle resources. Such 
changes may be possible to accomplish at zero or very low cost slopes. If a piece 
of equipment is idle during a certain time period, it may be possible to use it in 
the performance of activities scheduled during this time period to reduce their 
costs even though such use could not be justified if the equipment were not 
idle. Or, if men are idle during a given time period, it is often possible to employ 
them on activities in progress even though the resulting crew sizes are larger than 
the ideal sizes for maximum efficiency. In both cases performance times can 
be reduced at little or no extra cost. 

Resource-allocation procedures may require postponing critical activities 
or scheduling non-critical activities beyond their float ranges, particularly if 
resource levels are difficult to satisfy. In either case, gaps in the critical path will 
be created. If any critical activity (i.e., any activity that has zero total float) 
is not scheduled at its earliest start time, its preceding activities will have float 
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time and therefore cease to be critical. Then there will be no single critical path 
across the entire project network. Aftci extensive resource-allocation scheduling 
there may be very few critical acti vitier. remaining, in the sense in which critical 
activities have been defined so far. This has a rather drastic effect on the applica- 
tion of the time-cost trade-off procedures outlined in Chapter 4, since those 
procedures require the use of critica! activities. Unless the definition of critical 
activities is broadened, there may be little opportunity for the application of 
time-cost trade-offs because of a lack of critical activities. If a critical activity 
is considered to be any activity whose performance has a direct effect on project 
completion, new opportunities for time-cost trade-offs are presented. Those 
activities whose resource requirements cause the scheduling that produces the 
gaps in the critical path can also be considered critical. Methods tor changing 
their performance and resource requirements become effective measures for 
changing project duration and thus many new time-cost trade-off possibilities 
are introduced. Or, as pointed out earlier, the whole question ot revising re- 
source limits can be treated as a time-cost trade-off problem. 

PROCEDURE LOR COMBINED APPLICATIONS 

A joint application of resource allocation and time-cost trade-offs has been 
shown to be desirable. This joint application will require modifications of the 
procedures already developed for independent applications. Therefore, it is 
appropriate to conclude this publication with the following proposed procedure 
for combining these techniques : 

(1) Develop a project implementation plan and reduce it to a network 
diagram. Attempt to minimize the amount of activity breakdown and detail 
while arriving at a reasonably realistic representation of the project implementa- 
tion plan. Base network relationships primarily on physical sequencing require- 
ments and avoid sequencing based on resource restrictions unless the programmer 
has no doubt concerning their necessity. 

(?) Obtain time estimates for each activity in the network. It is desirable 
that these estimates be based on those methods of performance that involve the 
least direct costs. This will allow an orderly development of the time-cost curve 
from a starting point at the "normal" solution. (It is not essential that this starting 
point be used. A "conventional estimate" starting point has also been proposed 
(Fondahl, 1962) when actual performance is known to be required in considerably 
less time than "normal" performance.) 

(3) Perform the basic scheduling calculations to provide earliest and latest 
start and finish dates and a knowledge of critical activities. 

(4) Establish a cost figure that represents the value per time unit of any 
reductions in project duration. TJus will serve as a standard in determining 
whether proposed time-cost trade-offs should be made. Then perform any 
time-cost trade-offs that can be accomplished at zero cost or at low cost slopes 
relative to the limiting figure just established. After critical activities have been 
identified, it is often possible to expedite them by more detailed planning or 
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to break them clown further to allow additional overlapping in their performance, 
all with little or no cost increase. It is not necessary to develop cither normal' 
cost data or crash time and cost data for any of the activities. Decisions can be 
made solely on the basis of changes in time and cost of the critical activity being 
considered and the resulting change in project duration. It is true that these 
tune-cost trade-offs will be made blindly with respect to the effects on resource 
schedules that have not yet been developed. Once resource schedules have been 
developed, time-cost trade-offs involving analysis of the entire network will 
require excessive data-handling to revise those schedules. If time-cost trade-offs 
are made at this stage of the procedure and are limited to those involving low 
cost slopes, they will probably still be justified after the additional opportunities 
furnished by a knowledge of resource schedules are known. Moreover, those 
changes that will prove ineffective owing to unfavourable resource demands 
can be reversed later, and generally the cost can be recovered by the "sell-back" 
of the time. 

(5) Develop resource schedules for selected resources that arc known to 
be scarce or expensive or which seem to be needed in such quantity in relation 
to their availability levels that they are likely to create problems. 

(6) Examine the resulting resource schedules and the project duration for 
over-all reasonableness. It is to be expected that resource schedules can be im- 
proved by measures to be taken and, if resource restrictions are not unduly severe, 
that project duration can be decreased by additional expenditures. If the existing' 
results are so poor as to indicate that the basic implementation plan is probably 
not workable and that major reprogramming is advisable, it is desirable to 
accomplish this before further detailed analysis is undertaken. 

(7) The procedure from this point will depend on the severity of resource 
restrictions and the complexity and duration of the project. Assume a difficult 
situation involving low resource availability limits and a complex project 
extending over a considerable period of time. 

(8) Working with the entire network, attempt to develop solutions for 
eliminating resource peak requirements that are well above availability limits. 
Owing to the amount of data involved, such solutions will be largely limited 
to rescheduling within free float ranges or in interfering float ranges where 
chains of affected activities are short, or to other measures that have limited 
chain effects. Further time-cost trade-off analysis is generally not practical owing 
to the amount of data that would have to be updated. 

(9) Establish the resource-availability limits for further detailed levelling. 
(10) Develop a subnetwork for the initial portion of the project using the 

dateline cut-off method. Use a time period for the subnetwork that produces 
a small enough network (after sorm- further expansion if a more detailed break- 
down is advantageous and after the addition of any other resources that deserve 
consideration also) to allow practice application of time-cost trade-off and 
resource-allocation techniques. Do not use a longer time period ahead than that 
which warrants detailed programming. 

(11) Apply the procedures for Case II discussed in Chapter 5 to develop 
a schedule that meets resource-availability limits. Whenever conflicts arise th?c 
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would require project extension, consider the application of time-cost trade-oft' 
measures, such as replanning activities to reduce resource requirements, expediting 
activities to avoid concurrent performance that produces resource conflicts, or 
changing the resource limits. 

(12) Having developed a schedule for the subnetwork activities that meets 
resource restrictions, attempt to develop further time-cost trade-offs that appear 
to shorten project duration. Whether they actually do so will depend on the 
ability to solve resource problems in subsequent subnetworks. It is possible 
that some expenditure will be made uselessly; but they will produce opportunities 
for project-expediting, and most of these opportunities will probably lead to 
successful results. In making time-cost trade-offs, take advantage of the periods 
when idle resources are available. This will offer additional time-cost trade-off 
opportunities and will provide chances to level resource use. 

(13) Investigate any other changes that will help to level resource require- 
ments. Since variations in these requirements, even though they are below 
availability limits, generally represent expenses, smoothing these curves is an 
effective cost-reduction measure. 

(14) As work progresses during the subnetwork period, keep the time 
schedule and the resource schedules updated and continue to work on them. 
Reprogramme the work whenever changes make it necessary to do so, when new 
opportunities develop or increased knowledge of project conditions is gained, 
or whenever time can be devoted to further detailed analysis. Begin develop- 
ment of the following subnetwork well before the work covered by the current 
subnetwork is completed. 

(15) Whenever there is reason to believe that changes in the subnetwork 
may have produced major effects on the over-all time or resource schedules, 
another general analysis of the remaining over-all plan, as in steps 3 to 9, should 
be performed. 

It should be emphasized that the techniques proposed in this publication 
have been offered as reasonably simple, non-computer procedures that can be 
u:,ed at the project level. Problems that are considered complex and difficult 
to solve even with large capacity computers have been the primary subject 
matter of this publication. The methods developed are not sophisticated mathe- 
matically, and it is not claimed that they will produce optimum solutions. They 
depend to a considerable extent upon the application of the knowledge and 
judgement of the user. It is believed that the ability to apply this judgement 
throughout the application of the procedures will often provide better solutions 
than more formal, mathematically oriented techniques. Finally, these procedures 
are not intended for use only during the original programming stage of the 
project. The principal reason for attempting to make them project-level tools, 
and for believing that they can be truly effective, is that they are expected to 
be used for continual updating and reanalysis throughout the performance of 
the project; they are truly dynamic tools and must be used in this manner. 
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